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OPTIMIZATION OF STOCHASTIC CONTROL PROCESSES WITH RESPECT
TO PROBABILITY OF ENTERING A TARGET MANIFOLD
ABSTRACT
In this report the problem of generating an open-loop control to
drive a stochastically disturbed system from a given initial state to a
target manifold is considered. The control is to be optimum with respect
to a performance index which contains a probability term and an energy
term. The probability term is the probability of entering the target
manifold during some instant of a specified time interval.
Two approaches to this problem are investigated. The first approach
is to obtain a closed form approximation to the probability term by
generating an approximate solution to a diffusion equation, and then
applying Pontryagin's Maximum Principle. The second approach is to
formulate an appealing one-parameter class of controls, and search this
class over its parameter. In this approach, the probability term is
found by observing a digital simulation of the system.
A sample problem is formulated and both approaches are applied to it.
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I.I Outline of the Chapter
This chapter begins with a brief review of some of the recent work
in the field of stochastic control. The purpose of this review is to
indicate the position of this thesis in the context of the field.
Following the review of recent work in the Zield is a brief descrip-
tion of the problem to be investigated and an outline of the remainder
of the thesis.
The chapter ends with some comments on notation.
1.2 Revi_ of Stochastic Control
Kushner [I_] considers a system defined by
dx = f(x, u) dt+ dz (I-I)
where x is an m dimensional vector
u is an _ < m dimensional control
z is some suitable random process, e.g., a step function with
r.ndom step sizes, or a Brownian motion process.
with a cost criterion
T
E fO g(x, u) dt (1-2)
where g is quadratic in x and u, and
T is fixed.
2He gives a method of correction to the optimal deterministic control
when the effects of the random process are small. He extends this work
[15], [16_, [17], [18], %o develop a stochastic maximum principle, com-
plete with adjoint equations and a stochastic version of the Hamil%onian,
for the minimization of
x(T)] (1-3)
subject to
dx = u)dt+ u) Z
where c and x are m dimensional vector_
u is an _ _< m dimensional control
_(x, u) is a weighting matrix
Z is a sample vector of a suitable random process.
Later, Kushner [19] solves essentially the same problem by a tech-
nique involving a stochastic version of Lyapunov functions. In this
paper, the Z process appearing in equation (I-@) is assmud to be a
sample function of a Weiner process. In this case, equation (1-4) is
interpreted as an Ito equation [i_.
The theory of stochastic stability referred to in [19] is developed
by Wonham [20] and Kushner [217 . In these papers various types of
stability are defined and discussed.
A feature common to the above papers on optimization is that the
performance indices are expectations of a random variable corresponding
to performance indices commonly occurring in deter_dmistic optimal con-
trol. A second category of stochastic optimal control problems is
typified by one _investiga.tedby Mishchenk_o [4], [I_1], M__shchenko c__-.
siders a controlled point in state space in pursuit of a second point.
The state variables of the pursued point are sample functions of a
Markov process. One term of the performance index is the probability
of "capture" of the pursued point during a specified time interval. The
pursued point is considered "captured" if the controlled point is
brought within some specified spherical neighborhood of it. Mischenko
shows that the probability of "capture" is the solution to the Kolmogorov
backward diffusion equation, and develops an estimate of the solution to
this equation as a functional on the control.
1.3 The Problem to be Investigated
The problem to be investigated may be described as follows. It is
desired to generate an open loop control which drives a linear system
which is disturbed by Gaussian white noise from a known initial state
to some manifold containing the origin. The control is to be _hosen to
extremize a performance index containing two terms: an enerEy term and
a probability term. The probability term is the probability of entering
a specified neighborhood of the target manifold within a specified time
interval. This problem is related to the work reviewed in section 1.2
as follows. In its foz_ulation this problem resembles those treated by
Wonham and Kushner in that it begins with a stochastically disturbed
system and seeks to solve a problem which has counterparts in determinis-
tic optimal control theory. It is related to Mischenko's problem in
that similar methods may be utilized to determine the probability term
of the performance index.
1.4 Ou+,!4_e of the Thesis
The distinctive feature of the problem investigated in this thesis
4is the probability term in the performance index. Broadly speaking, the
work reported is intended to describe the mathematical theory on which
the problem is based, and to investigate two approachs to its solution.
The first approach begins by formulating the probability term of
the performance index as the solution 5o a Kolmogorov backwmrd diffusion
equation. An estimate of the solution is constructed and used as the
probability term in the performance index. The performance index is
then maximized by an application of PontryaginWs maximum principle, and
solution of the resulting two-point boundary value problem.
The second approach is to select an appealing one-parameter sub-
class of controls, and find the optim.m control in the subclass. The
probabilit_ term in the performance index is determined by observing the
performance of a digital simulation of the system, thus Avoiding the
solution of the Kolmogorov equation. The one-parameter subclass is then
searched for the optimum control. Thus the solution of the two-point
boundary value problem is avoided.
Chapter 2 assumes the concept of the Ire equation, and proceeds to
develop the properties of its solution which are required for the re-
mainder of the work. It gives a review of some pertinent theorems and
their proofs. Its purpose is to collect known results necessary to the
remainder of the work in a sufficiently precise form for correct applica-
tion to the present problem. The proofs are presented to indicate the
degree to which the results rely on the linearity and time invariance
of the Ire equation.
Chapter 3 contains a precise statement of the problem to be investi-
gated. It shows how the methods of Mishchenko [@], [ii] may be applied
5here. The limitations and difficulties of this approach are described.
In Chapter 4 Mishchenko's techniques are applied to the present
problem. An estimate of the accuracy of the resultlug estimate of the
probability term of the performance index is obtained.
Chapter 5 begins by applying the results of Chapter _ and
Pontryagin's maximum principle to obtain a formulation of the present
problem as a two-point boundary value problem. An al_Korithm for the
solution of this two-point boundary value problem is presented, and a
brief discussion of its convergence properties is presented.
The material in Chapters 4 and 5 reveals the difficulties and
complexities involved in the approach to the problem described in them.
In Chapter 6 an alternative approach is investigated. This approach is
as follows:
I. An appealing one-parameter subclass of controls is selected.
2. The probability term in the performance index is estimated by
digital simulation, and the performance index is plotted as a func-
tion of the control subclass parameter.
3. The optimum control in the class is determined by an examination
of this plot.
This approach yields only a suboptimal solution. A sample problem
is formulated and numerical results are obtained for a certain subclass
of controls. An examination of the results suggests a second subclass.
Numerical results are obtained for this subclass also, and the two sets
of results are compared.
stated in Chapter 6. The numerical results are presented in Chapter 7.
6The accuracy of the estimate of the probability term developed in
Chapter _ is checked.
Chapter 8 su_larizes the results of the previous chapters and draws
some conclusions. Some avenues for future investigation are suggested.
1.5 Notation
The following comments on notation &pp].V throughout the rmminder
of the thesis, except as noted.
I. Vectors are taken to be column vec_rs unless noted otherwise.
2. The transpose of a vector or matrix is denoted by a "prime." That
is, A' is the transpose of the matrix A.





where x is an m-dimensional vector
A is an m x m positive semidefinite real symmetric matrix.
It is frequently necessary to partition vectors into two parts.
this purpose the following notation is us_ally employed:
where x is an m-dimensional vector
is a k-dimensional vector
is an m-k-dimensional vector






where x is an m-dimensional vector
f(x) is a scalar function,
The operator v v is defined as follows:
y x
Vy Vx f(x, y) =









From a mathematical point of view, the problem to be dealt with is
the control of a stochastic process which is defined as the solution of
a linear_ time invariant Ito equation (Uonham[2]). The primary purpose
of tnl._ chapter is to establish for use in later chapters some of the
properties of such a process. A secondary purpose of the chapter is to
discuss the possibility of establishing similar results for solutions o C
time varying and nonlinear Ire equations.
The properties of the Ire equation solution are stated in theorems.
'i_leproofs o_ these theorems are sketched briefly, or merely referenced.
_ost o _ the theorems are known, q"ne only reason for spendin_ any time
here on DrooSs is to indicate the degree to which they rely on the lin-
earity or time invariance of the Ire (:quation.
Theorems 2-I thro1_4zh 2-6 establish the statistical properties o_'
the It<) equation solution. _ese properties include its conditional
mean an_i covariance, its _arkov property, its transition density, and a
di_D2usion equation satisfied by its transition density. Theorem 2-7
estab]ishes that a certain sequence of discrete approximations to the
Ito equation converge:: in a certsin sense to the solution o_" the Ito
equst_o_L. This theorem will serve as a basis for di_zital simulation.
92.2 D_fJnition of +_,,_,.,__ire Eou_.,_*'_'_l_,=_
_e concept and some of the properties of Ito equations are given
by Doob [i ]; Uonham [2 ] and Ito [3]. The theorems in thi_ chapter refer
to the solution x(t) of the linear, tir_:einvariant Ito equation





x is an m-dimensioned, vector
A is an m x m matrix
B is an m x eu matrix
<m
u is sn _u-dimensional cont-_'o! vector, Zu-
t is time
e is an m x k matrix
"_Y,_"" m) Bro_mian motionn is a k-dm_".......lonal (k <
process 3 i.e. _ one }_hose ineren'.ents are
Gaussianly distributed _u_.d satisf_j
E[n(t2) - n(tl) ? = 0
E{[n(t4) - n(t3)_[n(t2) - n(tl)]' } = 0
t4 > t., > t2 > tIP
E{[n(t2) - n(t])][n(t 2) - n(%l))' ] = W(t 2 - tI)
E denotes ....OX De c't_ _ J On
()' oT" ()
T_ is _m k x k matrix with rank k.
(2-4)
10
E.3 Pr<;:_ertio,<, _g the Solution
Ti_e f'ir_t pro!jerry of x(t) to be stated is the form of its solution.
_.is .i_ as follo:,'s.
ff%_eorem 2-1. Let y(t) be defined as
t






where _.A(t,to) is defined as the solution to
CA
>_t - A _A' #A(t'to ) = Im (2-6)
I is the identity me trix of rank m.
The last integral in (2-5) is a stochastic
integral as defined by Doob [I], page 2[8.
The_ d(_) is the solution of (2-i). The _)roof of theorem 2,-I follows
that of the corresponding theorem for ordinary diCferentia! equations,
..... flrs_except t,_a_ the following le_::ma z_.ust ' '" be established.
Let








Proof of the Lemza: 'On pages 430 and 431 of Doob [i] it is sho_.:nthat
..n_oza_s of the type on the rightthe or(]er of integration of iterated _ "_" " _







_en, s_nce _A(G,C,) is the identity mstrix, (2-8) and (2-9) confine to
prove thc ic_._.a.
Proof of :_'_j.u ;ore._i 2-i
The proof of Theorem 2-1 may now be carried out. It fo]iows direct].y
from (2-5) that
y(to) = x(to) (2-io)
the next step ]I_ t()CO_DUte dYt from (2-5). From (2--7) and (2-6),
d _t @A (t'O') Cdn = {A ? 'A(t,_)Cdn } dt + Cdn t (2--11)
_=t a =t
o o
dyt = {A _A(t,to) x(t O) + A _t d_ @A(t,cs) BU(O!)
o
t
Bu(t) + A Z _A(t,c) Cdnc) (It.+ Cdn t
o
(_.-].2)
Substitution of (2-5) into (2-12)yielas
dyt = (Ay + Lhl) dt + Cdnt
(_-13)
A (;or_E_ar_sonof (2-13) with (2-1), an@ (2-IO) coupletes the proof.
12
Theorem 2-2. Let x(t) and "_A(t,to) be as defined in Theorem 2-1.
t
= d_ _A(t2,c_) Bu(_)
E{x(t 2) !x(tl) } _-A(tZ,tl ) x(t I) + tl




The proof follows directly from the definition of a stochastic in-
te£ral (see vases 425-428 of Doob [i]) and (2-5). (See also Wonham [2]
pase ).







t 2 t 2
, c_ ,8=:ti
_..:e-,_fn._-!_[2 ] rigorously justifies the _o.,.al manipulati, ons
(A hcuristic e;.-planat;_'onof th/[s manipul-?tion is apparent from (2-3) an(]
(2-[;).) :iq_en (2-15) follows frcm (2-17), (2-18), and (2-19).
Corc]..la__ I,et x(t) and _A(t,to) be ss de,fined in theorem 2-I. Let
, .
.... "_ x(t) lU[to) _ (2-20)Q_:to; = coy
the_
415 ii
_z'_-- Aq + _I,' -' c_....'c' 0(._o, t ) _. o (Z-Zl)Wt- ' ' ' + o
Proof 't'h_ proof _ollo.,s in_r:_edi.al,e y ['rom di_gcreniiation of (2-15) and
substitution ('tom (2-6).
Thcorei_- ?.-4. Let
where the k. are the eigenvalues of W and the v. are the corresponding
1 1
ordiono,,.:al Then cov[x(t2)lx(tl)]_- -, - -- has rank m if and only
if the r_atrix
tc+i ,',.cvI A2cvl--- I _-icv] (a-a3)
has rank m.
The proof given here ma][cs use of the concept of controllability.
Th_s con._ept is defined as follows.
Defi,:,ition the pair [A(t), B(t)] are said to be controllable at time t
o
if and only if for every _x there exists a finite tI and a control u such
that ,_:(tl) = 0 subject to
= _.(t)_ + _(t)u, ×(%) : _ (2-2_)
Proof oC Theorer,_ 2-4
Before applying the concept of controllability, a certsin re].at'_on-




p = +._(p,)-i (a-z+)
w = :PP' (?+-aT)
\
t2
" dc_ q(t2,_;) cPe'C'::i(b2,cO
1
From (2-28) and the theorem of section I1.7 of Zad_q] _nd Desoer
[5 p. 513],
the pair [A,CP] is controllable if and only
ift_ rankofcov[x(t2)l_(tl)._i__'_. (2-29)
Zad,._hand Desoer also show (see section iI. 3 of [5]) that for linear time
invari_nt systems,
the pair [A,CP] is completely controllable if
and only if the matrix of (2-23) has rank m. (2-30)
%_eu (2--29) a:Z (2-30) combine to complete the proof.
:_eore_ 2-5. Let x(t) be the solution to (2-1). If Q has ra_k nl, then
x(t) is a _.:arkovprocess and
i exp{- 1 1_
Px(t2) lx(tl)(_-2t k) : (_')m-_(detQ)l _ 2"t![2"_'I;0-IJ
,"_r_.-_ Px(t2)ix(tl) (_21_1) = probability density a_sociated
with the event x(t 2) = _2 given that x(tl) = %. (2-32)
Q = cov[x(t2)Ix(tl)] (2-33)
: E[x(t2) Ix(tl)]
Proof It is clear from (2-5) and the definition of n that x(t) is
Gaussianly distributed. %_en (2-31) follows directly.
and
• ' * (t) is a Markov process ifSince x(t) is Gaussianly dlstr_bu_ed, x
E[x(t2)Ix(t)J = E[x(t2)Ix(tl)] (2-35)
co_[_(t2)Ix(t)j : cov[_(t2)l_(t)_ (2-36)
15
for t _ tI < t 2 .
_u_ (_.-3_) an_ (2-_,o) folZo-_ di_eot].y fro_,_ (_.-_).
Theorem 2-6. Let x(t) be a solution to (2-1) and px(tZ)IX(tl)(g2!$1) be




+ _i_L (CI"'TC')ij8_i8_j )'x(t2) Ix(t) (_21 [)=0
i,j=l
(2-37)
Zro__o_ The proof follows directly from (2-31) and Doob [13 (for the scalar
case) and Mishekenko [4] for the vector case.
Theorem 2-7. Let x(t) be the solution to (2-1). Let x (t) be defined
for all t as the _olu_mon to





sgn(t) : O, t = O (?.-39)
+i, t > O
the }TI, i:i,2,..._, are k dimensional
Gaussian random vectors with
_[_] : o (2-,_o)
E[(_i)0::J)']: o,i / j (_-_a)
_[(l_i)(i,_i)' ] : _.._ (_-_.)
is a Oaussianly distributed p_o_.e_,_ with
E['{£(T)Ix£(O)] :: E[x]_(T)Ix_(t), t < O] (2-I'3)
Ix;'(o).x(o) (2-_)
16
s[::'_'(t')l:/'(o) ]J -- z[..:(T)Ix(o) ]
×4(o)---x(o)l
n,_ .--oovt./'(T)l×P'(o)3j = oov[x(T)l-=(o)] (2-_,_)
X (O)=x(O)
Proof Since (2-38) is an ordinary linear dif£erential equation, x/'(',2) is
T
0
T _-l ..... i
0 i=o (_-47)
l_'rom(2-47) it follows that since the Ii are Oaussian, x_ is Gaussianly
distributed. Equations (2-43) and (2-44) follow directly from (2-47),
(2-40), (2-41) 8.nd (2-42), (i.e. the independence of the Ni). From (2,40)
and (2-_7),
T
EtxZ(T)IxZ(O)=x(O)] = eA(T,O) x(O) + _d_ _'(T,(_) 1_(_)
then (2-45) is established by cor,parison of (2-48) and (2-14).
T
Fi 1 {sgn(_-iT) s_nE__ (i+l)T_
Let





and hence from (2-41) and (2-42)
co_[x_(T)Ix_(o)=x(o)_: ¥ _ ;_ c,_c,(,...i),
i=o
Applying the law of the mean to (2-49),
I?
~"- F., ,- , ,q _ET (i-,].)T-_















_,.,, Extensions to _,[ore General Ito !:_qu<_,tions.
Equ,_tion (2-1) is 8, linear Ito equation with constant coefficients.
As stated by theorem 2-.1, the solution of (2-i) is of' the same form as an
ordinary linear diff'erentis.l equ.ltion with constant coef?ieients. Theorems
2-?, thro_:,zh 2-5 and 2-7 follow directly from the solution form establishe_]
Jn theoz'um 2-1, It is _mtttral to ask whether anal_gous results can be
establisl:m] for the solutions of more general Ito equations. The answer
to this question is discussed in the following paragraphs.
First relax the constant coefficient requirement. That is, suppose
that A, D, and C are suitably well behaved Ikmctions of time. Then the
form of (2-5) vould remain essentially unaltered_ anti theorem 2-2 and 2f3
would follow as bedsore. _lote that _7 zay also be time varying.) _leorem
2-4 does not follow. %'tieran]< of cov[x(tz)Ix(tl)] may be determined oruly
by an examination of equation (_-i5). %]leorem 2--5_ since iL foilu,;s from
Theore_s 2-i,2-2, an(] 2-3, fol!o_-s as before, Theorems 2-6 and 2-7 remain
una].t _r e(]..
Conr;ider next the ease
dxt = f(x,t)dt + c(x,t)dn t (2-5-c)
where f and c are non].inear function of x and t. Thcorem 2-1 is no longer
available, and hence neither are theorems 2-2, 2-3, 2-4, or equation (2-31).
The solution to (2-57) does retain the Markov property under suitable
(and usefully broad) restrictions on f and e (See Doob [i]). Equation
(2-37) also remains valid, with [A_ -!Bu] replaced by f(_,t) (See Doob
[i] and __[ishcheL_:o[4]).
Wong and _<a1"_" [6] have discussed the question_ of a theorem analogous
to theorem 2-7 for equations of the form (2-57). __ey concluded that in
the scalar case the following theorem holds:
5._neorem2-$. Let z(t) be a solution to equation (2-5-/), with all sc8].ar
variables. Let
%
n (t) .... _,_,(_,- ) - _[t-'-" '-'_" ;;_-,- ....
i=l




=_(t) _ ....Let o__ cLe.__,ned by
d::_ x_, t.._ _-_ #_n{_ (_',-59)
i)
_ is continuous in :( and t
ii) f(x,t) is continuous in t
iii) I_(=,_) - _(;:o,t)I< _ l>>Xol
for so,me }( indeoendent of x, Xo, and t,
4
E[.-:_(0) ]. < _-o
rFQ _r-
\19
where :_"(t) satisfies the Ito equation
_ 1 _.'c I _ ..d._:t = [_'(× ,_) -, _ o(×_,t) ---__ (:t + 0(× ,t) ant. (_-ol)
_x
Stated in words, theorem 2-8 says that if the Brownian motion process,
n, in (2-57) is approximated by a piecewise linear function ",fnichcon-
verges to n as the grid gets sr_aller_ then "the resulting solution con-
verges in the mean, but not to the solution of (2-57). It eonver_<es in-
stead to the solution of (°-6i). Note that (2-61) differs from (2-57)
_c.only by the tenu C(x ,t) _ ThUS if c is not a function of x, the
5x
sequence of approxivate solutions to (2-57) converges to the solution of
(2-57) as the grid becomes finer.
_eorem 2-8 raises a question of particu].ar interest to engineers.
Suppose a physical system is modeled according to (2-57). How should it
be s_mulated? The ans,_lerdepends on whether the disturbance is more ac-
cureately described as a Browni_n motion process, or as some approximation
to it.
The methods of Wong and Zakai aonot easily extend to the vector ease




D_INITIOH OF _IE B_SIC PEOBL_ AND ITS RELATION TO
I,_SHC}L_O 'S PROBL_4
3.1 introduction
This clmpter deals with four related subjects:
1. A precise definition of the basic problem is stated anti discu_scd.
_. Mishcher_o's _;ork (C_pter VII of [}_]) on a related pl'ob].emis
s_narlzed.
3. The equivalence of the t_o problems is discussed.
i_. Some of the limitations and difficulties in the application of
Mishehenko's results to the basic problem are disct_ssed.
3.2 Insic Problem Definition
The basic problem to be considered here is the choice of a control
u(t) for the system defined by the stochastic differential eq?/,tion.
dx t = [Ax + B_] dt + Cclnt, x(O) = i (3-i)
The control is to maximize
I = Prob {x(t) E S for s_ue t E [O,T]_]
A
_here S= {_ II_ II_ < r(×)] (3-3}
£I
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c_._on,_ and definitions app].y:The i'cq.lowin5 rcstri "_ '"
.j







E {[n(t 2) - n(t 1)] [n(t 2) - n(t I)3'} "--WI t2-tll
W hes rank k
C is mxk
F~






is k x k and has rsnh k
Prob denotes probability.
_ _(_)._>._:.> o (3-_5)
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t.:hc re Kr,
II v _ r(?) I I _<'{r rr3(_:)'_ > 1
and r are constants.
#_-lc.qThe :raI:fi_. of It, AC, A2C, --- , is m
U is re81, synm_etric, and positive definite





I. The restriction that _ have raifl_k iml_oses no loss of generality.
l{either does the restriction on the fo_l of CWC' ir_L_osedby
(3-13). A_.y systc:m may be transfor_zcd so as to r,ect these re-
quire_;qents.
2. The restrictions (3-15) and (3-16) are required for estir.mtinC
the error of the approxi_ation to the probability terra of I
(see equation (5-1)) develor_d in Chapter 4.
3. Restriction (3-17) is _mde to insure controllability for the
approach described in Chapter 6.
I_. Restriction (3-1_;) guarantees the nonsingularity of
Coy [x(t2) Ix(tl) ]. This restriction can a!_a2s be r._etby re-
for_.ulation of the proble_.
Stated in words, the prob]cr_lis to bring a stochastically disitu.bed
system fro_._an initial state to a tern_inal manifold within a stated time.
The peri'(_Lancr criterion2xpresses a eonlpromise bet_;een energy used and
probability of hitting the target, r_mnifold.
Consider no_._the problm_ solved by Mishchcnko [4]. In this _rob!em
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Mishchci_.ko corJsiders t..:opoints in Euclidean m-sp_.ce, One, ,;'nosecoo-c-
dinates are given by the vector w, is controlled by the fuh_._n u:
<, -- g(,.,,t,u) (:_-20)
'11_e ohher, _,_hosecoordinates are given by the vector v, moves randomly.
Specifically, v(t) is a Markov process _:hose transition density satisfies
i "_ i,j " ': "'_ "
i .th
where ._j= ;_ component of the vecto:c ._j (3-_2)
Pv(t 2)iv(%i)($2 I[I) = probability density .associated
(t.2) ('%)th' event v '= _2 given.that v = _1
, .. , . . • , . . , . , " .... ..
(_ ?,_
Mishchenko [4] then derives an estimate for the _inction
f
_.(t
,_ ,t ) = Prob __[v(t) - _JCt)] C $6 for some t g ItI t2_• 1 l 2 " ' "
anO 6 is a positive constant.
given v(tl) = _l}
3.1_ Eouivalence n_÷,,o_ the Basic Problem and Mishchenko's Problem
The problem posed by "" ,'equa_.on_ (3-1) through (3-].9) will no,..:be oul.
in the fona of ...... '" ', ,_shch_n,_os problem. Let
d z. ---A z dt -:-C d n_,
"]Yt = A y dt - B u dr,
Then
= o
x : z- y
According to theorems 2-5 _nd 2-6, Z(t) _s a _,-_r:<ovprocess with
2_
o < z(t) is a _,;arkov process _;ithAcaol-lJn C bo -bh_oreu_s 2-5 and _.-u_
].i I;1
r;. _ _ \ (c_.!c')ij t',_ .)
- + ['_;+:_]i -- + _' L " "
i=l i, j=l
then
P_(_2)I _(t) (_21 -<)= o (3-29)
l_ob {;.-(-_) _ sE _o_ _o_,_et _ [o,_]) = ,!,(o,_,T) (_-3o)
The left hand side of (5-30) is identical to the probability te_._m of
° / .t_(>-.2), except for the definition of the targe_ mmnifold. It "5ttrns out
',_ 1._2:;hcheDl;o's estii-,0.gion tecl_ique _,;orks botter for the inanifo!Ct S:
t},cn for SE. As a matter of fact the foma of S _as I_totivstccl by coF%;u-
tationnl diffictO.ties ir_osed by the form of S E.
,:,o_:.eLir,i-Lal.ions r,ucl DJ.ffietL!t.ies in I£i_hchenko's Work
_,. _ _. I sThe discussion up to this point has sho_zn that ,-1_neher_,o esi,i-
_-atlen teclm.,.q_ I;.,aybe used to furnish an esti_:ate of the prooab_l!-cv
tc.__ o$ (3-2). Having obtainecl this es$iuate it is possible to app3..¥
_.,c u_xz_...-_u,princlpie _nd a_--ive at the desired control. Several points
dcoe_-e cor.;.-.ent here:
I. ]lishchen][o sho_s that his esSine.te J.s accurate to }_it]_-;.n
o(_;-2), kilts _eans that the estl;_late i,_ useful fer sy_'tc.[;;sof
orate,- _nree end hick!or only. _or_ the k-d.i_ension_l _.._- o,c'
the error is o(_'2). Altho'ec)_ _'.Lishche_i;odoes not give actual
bo'_-_C_s.Cot the ez'ro1" for the S: case, bo'_ls for the erl'or in the
S ec:se are _orhcd out in Chapter 4.
2. The e,p:Dlication of the man_tu! _.pz-incip].c leads to a t'_.;opoint
.bounc_a_Lv w_].ue prob!c'r'J, l.loreo'.,er_the esti_ate of the probability
_,:_r_ end h_'r_,-:cthe H_,_iltonian_ contains m and k di_ensional inte-
[_rals.
i_shehen%o ass_.-.es that the a _;atri_ has ranh m. This is not the
u_ual case in problem,_ of the type consic]ered here. The necessary
modification to the astimation technique is carriec] out in Chapter
4.
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APPLICATION AITD MODIFICATION OF
MISHCI[EI_O 'S ..... _'_,oil_T_
•4.1 Introduction
%%_e purpose of this Chapter is to estimate
_(tl,_,t2) = Prob[x(t)6Sfor some tE[tl, t2]Iz(t l) = _} (4-1)
_.Jherex, S, and z are as defined in Chapte:e 3, and _ is an m dimensional
vector. " This estimate is m_de by extenc!ing and modifying Mishcher_ols
technique. _e nodifications and extensions are as follo_.:s:
1. %_ae definition of the target _%nifold is changed.
2. The requirement that the matrix a have rank m is relaxed.
3. ; bom_d for the error of the estiu_,be is developed.
'A_e technique ;.'illbe applied specifically to the problem _;hose form is





An estkmate of _,will be constructed in transfolm_,ed coordir_tes.
A bound on the error of this esthnste _;ill be derived.
The e:_ression for the estir_te in the original coordinate system
_:ill be stated.
Co._,._ruet_on o.,. the Esti_:ate
,,,ishcnen.,_osho;_s that if
z?
+ _ aij E{_..<jJ[Pz(t2) Iz(tl) , •
i,j
_.%e initial and botma_ly conditions are




Jim $(tl,_,t 2) = ]-, t I < t2.
I 1_-Y(-_l) i I._._1 r[s-Yktl)]
(;_-5)
where y is as defined in Chapter 3, end
an_ y are k dimensional vectors
and _ are m-k dimensional vectors
: [.,.-J :
5 Y
']7ne:first step toward the solution of (4-3) through (4-5) is the
ch'u)Ce o? coordin_tes:
@_-7)
_( _l,_,t2) _,tz) (_-8)
E_us
_[ _'E'.












_l 8tl _ _-!-_[A Y(tl) - B u(tl)] j
.__-_k = _2_
_'giS_j _Sicg j
Substitution of (4-7) through (4-12,) into ( [_l -- 3 ) through (4-5) yields
m m m
._ _ -=i---_ a.. -_ -- - 0
__ + [A _+ B u]i ?_i
_l - . . ij " _'i=l i=l j=l _i "%j
N .
lira @(tl,_t2) = O, for ll-_lt > r('_)
tI - t_c _-i
(_-i_)
• _)ft _ t = , for tI <lira _ i'-' 2 ) i t2
a






t I --_ t.,




_l_ is a k dimensional vector
is an m-h dimension01 vector
-:J
... _ r _ has ra_2_ m. Instead sup-
....... _ _. La i,_-, • _'-:o T";) iciz!y ass-o!:'es _na_
-- ..... _[aijpose ......_n_ L_. " 5 i,s of rank k < r,_ an_i _n_t_ 3_ is it: the for_,,
"iL _
b 7_ _
_Li a!g " " alk -}
• 1
• I
, a21 a2g • . a2k . !
0
, ......... _ F a O_
akl _.... ii ,:_ akk . 0 0
. o . • • • • • • • • • • • •
• I
• j, 0 . 0
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oi c. c%.7 0 . . 0
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i 2 k
Up, c2 _
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1 2 k
z< z_Z-"" 'N o... o
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• i0 " 0
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m _2 _o m •_2_o
_ aij = _ P_i aij Pqj- ._




where P' = transpose of P, equation (4-28) may be written as
m 32_ m 1_2_
o
i,j=l 5_iP'_j o,,Z=l _q
Using the notation of (4-19) and (4-21), since
a aj _j Gj, j=l,...,k
it follows that






[-- _ • 0
-,- --L o Ira_k • • • _-D'_
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Ik 0
P[aijJP' = [ 0 0 ]
where Ik = identity _atrix of rank k. %_ncn (4-30) becomes
k ""
A aij _<_:_-_. - L ----
(_-36)






_o(tl,_,t2) = O, forI I_II >_(_) (4-38)




li_ _ 7,o('_): i (4-,_o)
At this point the motivation for the choice of manifolds becomes
apparent. IIishchenko's original choice of a manifold which is spherical
in _ coordinates results in one which is ellipsoidal in _ coordinates.
As a result, this solution to (4-39), (4-40) is expressed in tel_._sof a
Frcdho.hu integ;-al equation of the second kind. _e domain of the inte-
gral is the surface of the ellipsoid
2
I I_II... ° @ (4-,_I)
a
3S
The so].ution of thi.s cqtmti<_n presents mon_mncntal n_a.merical (]iCfic._itJe.t'.
o <,With the choice oC tile mani,.o].do specified by (4-4) and (4-_'p); the solu-
tion to (_-39)an_ (4-_o) is
k-2 A
_o(%,-0 = _ Ik'2 (4-421
This agrees with },_ishchenko's results [4] for the case where [aij] is
the identity :__trix.
X_e func]amento, l solution to (4-37) is
where
_(tl,_,t2_) =
exp {': T_(t--_l--_- j
(2_)k72, [2(tz_tl ) ]'x,72
(_-I,-3)
N
is a k dimensional vector




...a_'. k h(t i, , ,_)%(_,
II¥,11z o
for t 2 > tI (4-44)









It follows from the definition of _ that
ri_,-i e n









a_\..._ k _(t_,_,t2,_) (_,)
•,:here _Lis a k dimensional vector
,,_ _ 2









Ne:ct, ].et (,*(tl,_,t2) be a solution to (4-13), and let
{"z(tl'_'tk). = ¢l(tl'%'t'-)_. + {'o(tl,_,t 2)
Substitution into (4-13) shows that ¢i must satisz_g
(_-53)
(_-S_)
........ aij _ 2_.





%_e fuudar,,ent".! solution of (4-13) is q(t I _ t V_, 2_ j = probability
_ensity associated with the event
{x(t2) = _Ix(tl) = 7_ and x(t) _ S
for any t 6 [tl,t2]]
where _ is an m _n......n_lo._al vector. Then a solution to (4-55) is
(I_-SG)




Consider now the initial _nd boundary conditions of (4-54). Equa-
tions (4-17), (h-5!) through (4-53_ and (4-57) clearly show that
t.l_ _."(tz,._ ,._)=o,II_I___>r(-C) (_-6o)
..... " ......_ that s::nce._(tl,_,t_,L_s_,chen,._o a_cu-_ " _) is the probo.bilitv_ density
defined in (4"-56),
36
lim -- *q(ol,_,t?,li) = O, fcr tI < t 2
&
Tnen
_l(tl,_,t2) = O, for t I < t 2 (_-6_)
and hence
lira @'x'(tl,-_,t2) = lim
where _o is given in (4-51).
4.3 A ?c,_d on the Error of the !_sti:_0tc
through (4-1p),The error bct._.zcen _.(tl,_t2), the so].ution to (4-13) _ r
t I ot2 _ ....
Y_i.t]. _ .st.7.m_%ued. Let the error term be
[,E(tl,_,t2) = _(tl/[,t2)-_*(tl,_,t2)
It is clear *'-__ _E ti'_t2 4-1:)_i_,u ( ) is _o a solution to (' "
_, _.,((b.,<ta) : o, _o_llTll___.> _(9)
t I _t_









~ Ii_. _ _(tl,%,tz,_)_ ik_2
(4-G-_)
Then from (A--].), (A-24), (A-25) and (4-43),
O < lira o.6(tl_ _,,t2) <l l_l I -- _(i)
_-2 k-?
L V, tz-t_< K_r(_)
(_-GS)
_nen _,£(tl,_,t2) satisfies the hyc,otheses of the ___eorem of Appendix.: A.
_nen cECtl,_,tz) is bounded according to (A-54):
k-2^
0 < {_6(tl,_,t Z) < A_,'_,r)_+ Kk-2k_2 r'-2--(_) @(tl,_,t 2)
2k- 2Kt 2
where
for _ E SBu (tl_R,t 2)
A is definc_] by (A-162)
_- o (_:-5_')
SBu is 8e_n_d by
%_e final a!_proxi_>vtion involves the substitut:on of p for q in
(4-57). ]_ne error may be esti_:u_ted as fo!io_:s. Let
(4-69)
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where t2 m _
o
tl ' l l_,ll >o i:l '
?-l-
en_] argent;end, of _o are as in (4-58).
P(tl,'_,q,_ ) = probability density associated "with the event
[_(_)--_l_(tl) = "Q, fo_tI < o
(1_.-7o)
Let
_6(tl'_'t2 ) = _l(tl'_'t2) " _'l(tl''[''t2.)
_q_en the e','rorterm _6 may be estin_ted as follo.._s:
I_,_6(tt, _,t 2) ! <
_ ¥:Ok_' l' _
_-]-- (_.-7_)
co_rison o_ (_-7_)_.:ith(_-_6) yi_].ds
_(_,Z,_,_)_>_(t_,L_,T)_>o (_-7_)
(_-7_)
Applmc. ¢,on of _n_ law of the mean, and (4-75) to (4-74) yiel(]s
l_e(-_:_,#,t2) I _<(t2-tl) ]" _ d_p(tl,-K,_,_)"[I IA_,-:'Bull1'v/i._o_].,u,o)!l-'" =-'"
I I'_II___>0
for some _6[tl,t2] (_-%)
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:6 _ 'i:-'_2 j I --<(t2-tl -_'-'
for o = tI
" "_ " "'",'_.t2) I for qv(tl,t2) proceeds as follows.The e:tl1_:_..on o.,f I_6(_ l
Equations (b-72),
and 2-5 show that
(4-rr)
(3-e6) th..ouzn (_-e.8), ,-_-,,_Theorem e.-e, _-3,
where
(4-r9)
_(o_t].) = 2 _t dCz {exp[A(_-c')]} [aij ] {exp_i(_-_)]} (4-80)
1
Esti_,_at.ir_'_as in (:-114),...,
_,here k _t I
oe _(_._,+,:_):
end _ _,t3" are respectively the :,,s,:_-i_::'o_z and minJm[n_0_ eig,envaluec
(z,_-8:,_)
_':._o.>.(_..-:Q ar:_(_.-C._.)
d_ [.T.-0-_ g(xb_t]tl,7,x_.t tl,Y_) •




Ti_on (4-83) b_co ....





I < i < n
th
e. __s ,,he m dirr,ensior,_! vector ,.hoo_ i
!






'_'_' %(%,,,,o)II --%,tlv-. :,o(tz,_!,,_)ll (1_-9o)
where








•, m Max lib eill (4-95)
l<i<m
i i




_'[_det _tljP (t2"tl)j_ - _g(K_tltl'_'K_-ot/'_)
!t_I1_ o
r r. _,F(k+2)(r_+l Ir k-2 k-3_iB7
Lz_-_(ll_ll+ II_II)+ _llu(o)!l,_ _---) + {k-2)(v+_)_
Ii_II-* II_IIk-2 J
for u E(t I, t2) (_-_)
From (b-_), (A-l), (A-22), (A-26), and (A-38)
l¥((tl, _, t2)l <_







Fz --__z0:.2)V(_',z):. _m-k %






F6 : _p-l(k-_)(V"-z)_,_. k
F7 : K_(k-_)(V-,.Z)_
F8 : K (k-2)(V-:-l)V
Ap-1
From (4-7"7), (4-90), (D-9), and (D-].O),
_£(t].,_,t 2) : 0 for _ : t I (4-10_)
_e solution .' ,_ " .
• _',no_eezTor has been estiz::ated from (_'-51_)is _o+_I .
An exaraln,--.tionof the error estimates sho..,s that the error has been sho_:n
to be 0(r'_-2), _lhile Z.Lishehenho [Ii] elaizs that it is o(_-k-_), As a
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r:_,,tt er of .... the " (rk-2• _.C_} _k'Z'Or "L8 O ),
( k-2,Fir:_t tke error terns of (4-69) are o r ).
(s0{-_(_-7":)' _" ' > ......
to
_ "dO _[ ... d_,'p('B1 -- _
,_,=,,,)£I l_, s_l i l I_1%(tz,_,,_)3
tI I IT,I I >o
_-l-
_( k-2,
This may be shown as _ollow_.
It has been concluded also
(J_-lo7)




, j ~ o,,£_)_o.,;;,o/_)-T_(_m,'<,,_;[]l£_.+BuIl.II<._-olI3
J%. IP,_II~ > o _ ",_
a_l--
.<.(:_-:{ ) r k-_' (_!-io8)
_r,J.._bhu _efinition of p and q,
li,.; _(t i,Lo,_,_-q(,__., _;,a,',,) @-io9)
The21
r-_O q
t_.._,_='_ (,,-'._'.',. -_, (_-_.o.3),_._;_,(_-_to)
(4-110)
t_rt ",-t_i = o(r z-P) (_-2_)
r_
The final step is to ....._z_,,._sform from _ coordinates back to @ coordi-
nares. Let









_ r d_h...d_" _(h_,_,t2,_,)_o(_,t)
h(h,_',t2,_):" - _ _t2._t1_}......





where _ is a k dimensional vector. From (4-71),
t_l m _o
,l(tl,{,t2)=-Z do _11 Pz(a)IZ(tl)(_l{)i=Zl{A[w'Y(_)]+Bu(o)]_
_-I->° (4-n8)
where _ is the m dimensional vector with
(4-L_9)
and the arguments of to are as follows: *o : *o(°'n't_ ) (_-12o)
_0
















is a k dimensional vector.
_T -,-
,,o_e that
k k k k











_(o,%k,'F) -_ ^ ,, }[ _ (__y(o))
-, ... dc 'IF I1':-2 ; _^_:"
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_'he ourpo::.e of [,his chas[,e::-is to use the results obtained so far
to .,'e']uce%he problem ste,ted by e%uo+%ions (3-3.) through (+o-i_; to a,-bwo-
point b,u,_.:_,_r__ value proolem, and i_o present an algorithm for tau solu-
tion of-bhis ?_:_'ob3.e:::,
r-I. ,_ '1_(- 2 .tl+ --5. ;! .,-:..o-- <.?}.__:.<_Ly:.]!_I_I}}Ly [{}]:_qi=.._<o:?= -<!L_ __'o/!_?<j]_:>!j=o_l
It "'_" " _,_ + ,.;._t the _roblem state_] b_,_ (._-l) th;-our-h,._ sno.-:r. .. Che_;_t.er 3 _"_ - .... _.
({-i_,) .{s cqub,:a3.cnt to tzl_ fo.].lo<:" n S Dz'ob!em: FL_,.d the cohere/ u ,:hich
I.,':[1][ :._]ze,%
_"_" ; ' %0
T
O
y =-,,,+:>r_ = o
dz :--Az clb + Cdn
....... de.,f..nl%zo_-s -<re
.,.at,.,;<'estr-i'tio",s e.n4 .. ...." e_s stated in Ch,'_pter 5.
3n Cha_._,bc,r i+. e,n est:k:._,te for ,'_;.,a.sdeveloped, t1_is estimzte_ "{:_
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in this chapter is to accept this estimate as the probability portion of
the performance index. Moreover, according to (4-115), ,o(0,X, t2) does
not depend on u or _t), t > O. Then this term may be dropped without
affecting the choice of u. Thus the performance index to be minimized is
where
and
z llu(t)ll_dt- ,I(o,Y._)i -_'to (5--5)
T m
zrO,(_l_ ) _ fA[___t)]+Bu(t)} i 5'o
'I(O'X'T) = IO dt I d_ pz(t) l _ , i=l _--_
a




_, I _ .
h(t,_,m._)
d_ k'2- ] v.rE_/-l_t)] }
' I!_ll _I '_
(5-.8)
The problem is now ready for application of the Pontryagin Maximum
Principle. The Hamiltonlan, H, is
2 m at o
H = I'(Ay-Bu)-IIu]!+ r dn_ O)(n IX)_ZI {AE??-ylFBm]i --




.v. (.)}.i" = _ax H = H ::
u
•,:he;-e u:: is the: optjJ.:al control.
.,(_ • 2 J. °
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(5-too)




= Ay - Bu*, y(O) = 0
;'k'u .... " .... (0-9) through (5-1]) de fin,-._, the t;,.,'o iooint bou;Idary --" .[t._il0 "Or o--
b!em,
Th,t al,-,,oritbzafor the solution of the two point bo'_u'.,da_yvalue problem
.... _,n. expression for V }i is_ ,_].3_require the co._q-m.tationof V }{and V H. '
u y u.
u_:='__:-J d_ pz(_)}_(o)(,_l_)_ ' _ 'o _ (_-i_)
l i<i' >l,vi--0





1C-'!I_, _i_ .>o (5-l)1
E;--L











" * _ ' :-Y / vv_' L?,-Y J1_--:-(*-_---
,s k I r,"_ ,-., , ,£
_I,,_I__ z
.--,.,
._ , i,_,_ 0 _-.l
V4= .., k- _ ^ i
I I__._ .-.- b_9
"" _ "+ !1"7"I II:-2ll._il >o ,,':_,_.
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k,_,,_o::, ct _,i [].7]. _' ......... "......• . .'_,z_.c,,.<./Jrl_ .__ s-carts wi%h at: initial g,._._<''_.:,_con-
ui(t),_F'(t,)tro] , u°(C,), _ ,. ,"F.,:]{p'Xz':.,'".teSSU.COr'SS-;'/e J.r:ox'ovcd contro]_s_
1_""-(_C) _ 'FO.,_ err d U._._ .._. "... c,'s,-, _,-_0;, _,_- techpgef, e di['fers frcm the u--;ual
",'te._,)'_:-:t des,".'r.nt" tncnPJ:'.,:',_m in t'..,o rest, cots:
n • il , °(i) ._ne i:,__provc,_enton ui is not in th_ d>rectzcn" V H. In-
ui
steae], It is in a direction a_te..J,,zn....by V .H and V .h, j < i.
u 1 u3
(2) _e _h<<p size is chosen to be optim.u::in a terra:in sense
&t o&ch -".,r,_.... ._,,,_, a.
The conjusate _ "c ,,' _" - _ o-_gra,:.l .... z a].go.,'ith'.a _.,'.11 now be ai,cu,,_,,ad in raore dc%pS.]..
F:_g_a'c5-I sho.m a block diagran of the algorithm. %_ic discussion
&_..o diaGra:,, .L_..... .. .b<egi::sv, tb.block A of _ "o ,I,-4 _ block utilizes the _q_m<iop
--.Ay - m,.i , y(o)= 0 (5-21)
to r,',o:,2u%c the rigb.t end point yah.?,.<: of y. This is carrJ.ed ou.t by ]',u_L;e-
_-_ ...... r ,- " Since the ..... ,_ cn,:l po.int value of ¢, i_" speci,.._.c,., by
(5-12) to be zmro, it is possible to co:<pu'0e V }I(T), using (5-1._-I.).
u i
This is 6c:_e i_ block L'. The nc>:4 ste9 (Block C) is to compute y, <_, an.4
v, at the _-_ _.... v....... on._,_ earlier ,,<.,- ,,a 2 tfme by app!yi.>g the Ruri:Se-Kutta t.:.cT'ni-
qu,:_to (5-a.) ......¢4 a :_
b = - v _,l (5-e2)
Y lu i
a_ rv _3 ,.rv _i.l , £(o) o (>-,_)
ui ui
_.h]._T,rc,cedu-cc cc_"inu.-.s.,!%until _,:,iuesfor V E and Gi have baen calculated
ui
for i:k.." b?,!:<::e C < t < T.
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Ico_ute y(T} ena
by applying the |
Runse-Kutta technique _:
to (5-zI) _d (5-5)__:_J
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Decrement t, y, _,
and G i by applying
the Runge-Eutta









FIGURE 5-I. _[E CONJUGATE GE,_.!)IEI_AICIC}_I'I'}[H
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:- ,. --..... __:(t) (5-_;_.)
u i G_--]-
,,_. ,, ,Si
_:+"(t) = u:(-_)-, c:_ _:(t)




is choc:en so that
_,(ui-i o.:i si) :=
• °
].:in 1(um+cs m) (5-26)
0<(7,
.. " " ; "-4 isA bio::]: d_'asra;._ of tl-,,.:, algorithm for carryir.g otLt this m.mnm:t.za__o::
sho.,;n it. Figu:.c 5-2. The basic idea of this scheme is as follo;,,s. The
"[r l . _ 0 'vo,lue of __Lit-.-_,s) is c_ _pute,'_ for _<:-0,o:=D_ C-=2D,.. ,o,'=c_,,¢ ;:o'_D,:#here
D is o, f:l::ed s%:::p size a'ltd_,.is £hc first mid.iT:urnover the _l--,-<_'::lenee
......:h .. - o Thus : may be d::finc:] byC:-d_ _ ,]:":J-_-:....
, i -7 i m, i ._. i
_tu -;-c..s) < ±tu -_0_s ), 0 < j < j (5-_,s)
i -- : ^ i -- -_-,(:, :::s) < :[_.-,-(< .-:_)::- (5--_S)
_.i.lt.,.,:=_.,___in Figure 5-3.) A parabola is then p.:,.<_;,,_,":_throtL,ih
the point p::.r :
Lo: = jD, _ _ i _ -jr_ --,.--T_.
The :::i:.i:>:.,-o.oint of ....uo.-.sI)a-<,abol::i: tahen to be of:,
(_-3o)
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a 0 - Crl, a 1 = a Z
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FIGURE 5-3. IYID'STIb_TION OF STEP SIZE DETEP_[Y_'L_TION
• - }Ai :: _ U :-_ Lu .-, :; j-i.._[T_?+Jb]
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Th,- above discards!on covers the r-:.in features of the a!soritlrm shown
Jn Fib-lure 5-2. .linefollowing t_.rore<'_.rks on this algorithm complete tne
discussion of it:
(i) The initial v_].ue given to c!I (in block A of Figure 5-2) is
base(] on the e_ug.,_.l.on(See " _
d ._-, i, i_ Ilc,.O: Gi
(i_e ,_<,..,_o_......_- c:o'' ,. _3.., and c<.c.,h,'_ve the following signi¢ieance.
D_,r-; n,, each _"4- ......... •,ersoJ on of %':e iooo err%ercd at block ;, O_
F_.q',_'e 5-.2 ai'_,i exit(@ .... of "" =- "• ... ,,. . block C i,'zgure p H_ three value?
of @ ai'e re% _....._u_d: @o: c/l = @o +D_ o,_::c.<+T_)8i •
.v_-'__,.onof the al,cc,ri%!_,_ ep.tered at block B of' Fi_£)r_'e5--g
serves the follo,,.,J.r,S puIrpose. If the' initial va].ue assi_gned
......... _. b I .FOQI_QC%o c:l i_ i.oo la-._'ge_ the in;tial iner.._me;,_, in _,. wi_l.i ,o .....
a dec'r,x.,.;:e in _.. "_.__ thin }m,_O.-n,._,--'_' " the incr,._,,::cnts in o; e._',,......
r,_u ...... by .-%fsctor o2 four, If the. _'_.9_"-" size Cq-,"h is stJ'Ll "c,oo
)..P..]_SO to prot]llce 3, decl',<L, S6_ J_] ][_ t-_£ ' _:,._8OZ'J_t]t_,_ a.GSW_,OS tDat
i
the "_4"-"':"'+i " ,...,,-d..ri_e, e:_l" _ -",..........._ ....._r, is c o.ss ,.snsthe value O to (,
9:'hed!.-scu:;sion Tel.urns now to the c.lgorJ.t]r._:of Figure 5-1, _lock
"_ re_"a :,-',_÷<" a s1-')-n "_< _'_'_'_+_,_ It y::ay be one of several types of
cona, it:k,ns, c.c.> a fixed nku:,b(-r o£ "i:eration.'.; or a tn_ ..... c...u on
OZ'CRS(: ".n _.
5..:_'..Z "'_,7-<-,N4_._ ..... !c..,,_ ",-_','-:.'_.,-,.;,_ .,0 _ .,,- , nn
.................. l(._ of ,m_;'t",<,_':: (9 _''.. a:'* ....tm:t
t-_e cc':.:,'.._t-_tioi_r!r,vo].vel _n ',:h.:' _.,].,]orlt]m_ ,'-qm,.,_n in };'iqurc.s5-i a<:] 5-2
t
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involve the evaluation of several multidimensional integrals whose inte-
grands contain the factor pz(t) iz(O)(_) or the factor h(t,_.T,_)o The
evaluation of these integrals is based on the fact that these factors
are Gaussian probability densities. This leads naturally to the Monte
Carlo technique described in detail in Appendix E. The main results of
this appendix are the following. Let
where _ is a d dimensional vector,
F is a Baire function whose domain is Ed and whose
range is Ec,












be an integral of the fo_m
•-., Z
are the eigenvalues of A,
are the corresponding eigenvectors,
i=l, .., N, are independent Gaussian random




This result is applied to the computation of the integrals in equations
(5-14), (5-15), and (5-20) as follows. A random number generator is
used to generate the _i. A finite sum of the form appearing in (5-36)
is used to approximate the desired integral.
sl;,qtc<3,by _'"'_ ......... . 2-.;_.u_=u,e_.._ ',2--]_ano!' '_ mppZT to z(t).
• -L F-
_. :: s:, , 1],.,(o) =_.,. :--,, (5-_o)
C ::Aq +c i' + O%C' q(O) = 0 (5-39)
(v)
and so<-c stemda-c.d ,,_ebhod for the computation of eigenvcctors
...... .._ _._,_m_ the ,Mortbe C:-.rq¢
_O,J.LV the a]_{.,;c>_?]._;,.',: ,<;Lo{.sr, :l.',_ 2m_tYL'e 5-1_ ..
tec:hr_,_qt:e dc',_cJril_oc_:&.,ovu for the computation of the i:,_2.%i-
d:[r..onsiona]. 5.p,.Lr,'g:<cLs ;:hich _ppoez" dt:._ring the ez<,cv%:-(;:: 0:2
tl:,e ClGo:'ii.]-':,:.
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The reason 2or cc,_:,utins and s_:or]_._ PO_ and _ De_,_,_ rather _.l_m
• .... , " _..... _ -,_ I- a.L%o_".... }.'=_,_,u,: '" is econo:,_y o£
_',r- r-;:c:C_i,.:.oN 01. u_;C-_ ,.;OPOt_%3,tO _,,. ........ .
fT.. C _
,-c-.2utcJ" t:i_:c'. .._,c co;::,;utation o_" P% i:: carr](d out l)y the :;o]_uti(,m v;.
_.-.'- f]i'_fo]-rull.ic] oqlmi;ion ,'_th ci{_.eT, va].um aud eJsc.rrvect;or c.or,?ouLa-CtllS, o.CI,t .... . .....
°'#ltl,.>_, at eeu.h step.
0 " " "_-d._ocu ...... One obvious possmbm].mbyThe selection oS? u remains to be "_- _"_'_.
is u°--,O. The complexity of the a!sorithm_ however_ susgests that it misht
N".O ul-• _" • " _I 0 . is _ "psy to devote sc_ue t___me to the se.lecu_c:n of This part o£ the
vac,:i.onfor the ..ork done in Cnap_os: 6_ where tc.;osupopti_:;'.l _rob].ems are
:ob;ed_ thus pro-¢idins better '"..... r,_, for u°.
5.4.1 Scope and Purpose "
/
, - " i , '._.._ .... -:_ ., -- • -!
n_s section deals _5"n the convergence of the conjugate gr_ _ .:
, L ._: . _.
_!gorz_,-_, as applied _o _e present proo_em, i'fnat follows i_:a,_iscu_
lion rather than a proof. This discussion is in%endea "co _e_we-"c_._o pur-_ •
,OSeS :
It provides a basis for understanding th_llli_rical work descril
%
_n Chapter 7. "_ It
It indicates the lines along which a convergence proof might be
constructed.
The discussion is in two _rts. The first part deals _._th the
of the algorithm if the muitid_.onsio_l integrals appea_
6O
5.4.2 Convergence with Exact Computation of Integrals
Let II, 12, ..., Ii, ... be the sequence of performance indices
thesequenoefcontrolsuI.2 .... g era 
by successive iterations of the algorithm. Since the energy term of
Ii is positive semidefinite, and the probability term is less than
unity, the sequence of perfor_mnce indices is bounded below. Since at
each step the algorithm selects step size (_) to minimize each successive
Ii, the sequence of performance indices is monotonic decreasing. Then
the sequence of performance indices is monotonic decreasing and bounded
below. Therefore there exists a number I such that
I_ Ii --I (_)
There is no guarantee that I is a global minimum. This provides
further motivation to generate more than one initial control.
The convergence of the sequence of controls, ui, is discussed by
Lasden _13_.
5.4.3 Convergence with Monte Carlo Computation of Integrals
A second aspect of convergence is connected with the Monte Carlo
method of computing the multidimensional integrals which appear in the
expressions for _, VuH, and V_. This technique (see section 5.3.2 and
Appendix E) contributes a random error to the computation at each itera-
tion of the algorithm. The effect of this random error on convergence
will now be discussed.
The discussion begins with the rewritting of equations (5-22),







_i(t)--_iH + _ _i-_(t)+ _
'whe1,_
i
E. is the random error arising from the Monte Carlo computation of




i is the random error arising from the Monte Carlo computation of
ES
_uH and Gi.
and the super bar denotes computed values, e.g. _i is the computed value
of Si.
It was established in Appendix E that the expectations of the Ei are
zero, and that their variances are proportional to I/N i, where Ni is the
number of terms in the Monte Carlo sum used 't_ approximate the integral
on the ith iteration.
Each iteration of the conjugate gradient algorithm may be viewed as
a functional transformation from ui to ui+l,
ui+l=Ti[ull
where Ti is defined by the block diagram shown in Figure 5-1.




(5-44) substituted for (5-22),
the sequence of _i defined by
(5-23), and (5-24), respectively. Thus
(5-_)
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is the sequence of controls generated by the conjugate gradient algorithm
with Monte Carlo computation of certain of the integrals, while the
sequence ui defined by equation (5-45) is the sequence of controls
generated by the conjugate gradient algorithm with precise computation
of these integrals. Consider now the difference between _i and ui.
Suppose that the transformation _i has two properties:
'_i[ul] = ui+l+ _i(Ni) (5-#7)
where
where
l.i.m. 6i(N i) = 0
Ni4




l.l.m. - -Ei(6)= 0 (5-50)
6-*0
Equations (5-47) and (5-48) assert that the Monte Carlo error term on
ui+l may be made arbitrarily small by making the 6 , E_, and 6S terms of
equations (5-42), (5-43), and (5-44) sufficiently small. Equations
(5-49) and (5-50) assert a continuity property for _i.
Consider now the difference between the sequence of ui and the
-i
sequence of u .
-I _ou = [u°] (5-51)
From (5-47), (5-48), and (5-51),




u = T [u _ (5-._)
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From (5-47) through (5--50) and (5-52) through (5-54),





_I= _1(N1)+ _I [_o(No)]
From (5-56), (5-57), and (5-58),





The pattern, them, is
_i+l_ ui+l+ _i (5-60)
_i_ _i(Ni) + _ _i.i[_i.2(,..¢o(No)1]_ (5-611





Thus it is possible to keep u arbitrarily close to ui by choosing Ni,
Ni-l,..., N° sufficiently large.
One other aspect of convergence connected with the Monte Carlo
computation of the integrals is the termination of the algorithm.
Figure 5-2 indicates that if no improvement of the performance index is
obtained for step size {(ui)/G i or for _ of this step size, the algorithm
terminates. Thus if the Monte Carlo error involved in the computation
64
of I is large enough, the algorithm may terminate even though a better
control has been found. The probability of such an event can be made
arbitrarily low by choosing Ni suitably large.
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Cih_.PTER 6
_,JO oU_O, _.l,.,.'d3 ._._OB._'.'.kq
-_._ . ...........
Cha'ptc'_'s 4 and 5 developed a technique for the solution of the hasic
problem -,.', ', "_ _-_, u_t.,.u_r,.e_.,._epo,_ .{,in ,,nao _;- 3. This technique exhibits several " -_.. ...._ -
-_-_.H-_-,-,_ _ ....t o2 all it is at bezt an appro.._.L_:_u.!on. _..o ......,,
co.:.p_a_.on :s extremely involved, __he purpose of this chapter _s to
"-',_,..scnt sn _,_ern_.u_e =.eh_ou of _. ,_,, on the basic Dz.ou_m .... q:_." s <,_,-
taeh involves choosing an appcallns sir_le paro?:_eter e.lo._s of controls>
_:,_:,o±,u_.._.z..noover this .....,:J-m-. pozu_.onpa.a ._.. The probability of the
perfoz'mo.nce index is ....... _ .... _..... of _:............ce_er,,_n,_a _n. usn the use a digital ._,,_.]._,,.c,,
of t_e ........... "
.. _j_e-'_ described by equo_b:on (_-6),
The proceC'o/_e in this chaunter :.zillbe to define a class of _---,-] °
'_,'-__ the above tee:mz_u_ a sample Theand c ..... y o_._'_ '_ "a':- for _'- _'prooJ.c.u results of
this ", .....lead to the " _" "_: _ ofae_,n._:_.o_, a _c_o,,d class of controls _ ...... _-_,'
.... ' _,- " also given.rOT "C',-IlG C._(,_,_ tt::'e
The -_" '" "_zrst c_ss of controls to be considered is defined as follows.
Let _.:_ be the con_,_.ol _'ector _.;hieh m:_r::_.::'_.zes
_C TC
_D 1 _ - , .
0
_;:'lerc U " : "":_': _- " ....
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J
xi(TC) = O, i::].,...,k,k <_ n
•,:b.._rc:,:is an m dir_cns!.on_:.lvector.
Qe_.l_]_Q ASThe class S%. is " _" _
:" { J *C " - -- i
S_l u(t)::O _ t > Tc
q%r_._.q.!S_,_"" '-'u_,o_,,,__,_4_:9.]..... _xco!)lem_to be consir]crec], then_ is
PI: i, ll_,_ u '_ 6 _'i such that
- [_r evci_y U C J'l
S<] od Q<:I: 60
i
s
r.- . ) _. _ 4
-0< t < '2 I_-I
T





}';{[n(t2)-n(tl)][n(t2,)-n(t I)]'] = w[tR-t II (6--7)




.n_ ?o].].o'-'£F)'3(]_tscuss:LoA i[" l_l'_%ll(".c;dto expose the i._,u_q.o.q.veappc:a!
" " '"," i]]CC:: ]_ 4fro" " _¢"
.... ,,,,,an e:wrgy term and a tc]'_ dcocnclcnt
(S.!), ..'ith
_>: :: [/_:.: _ r_,_] a-_ -,- c m-,, x(o): :7 (6-6)
"""-",,.,,-..-"'- (6-6) is a stochastic di£i'crcnt_a]" co!.nticn as _=__,_.z:_c]_'-'": _ ;"_c>].lc;:;in__:
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__,_fJ.r_.,t=. components of" x are brought to 0 rclativeiy qulc,_ly at a re-
lativciy io._._ exocnditure of energy For ].arger the ,_"-_......
ncn_,s x are brougn_ to 0 rela%ivcly slo_:ly, but at _ relatively ares,l].
. ' .... . c_,or ...._e_ the _'-_ __"exncndi&ure of energy. _}]us _:'_ hare,meter TC ....L _ ° _r_dco_z oe-
Co:_.:id.er no:,:the corao_ua,,ao_'," of u,2C given T C. This is carried out
by a so.:'_.<;_au,.o_,,_,z_,application o_. Pontryagin's _.:axzm_m Principle. '.6_e
* .... ° °




- "" the I-.-,,_=,_,,._-_,_-'_,condi%ion_













.. ,,._,:o,_..,-j.),%:(tz,h ) = _._
w'.v- r <_ i.
(:'%
_,,:her c
:: idei_tity _::,?trixof "celJ< 2j: a.nd let
I-]i ')2
_]. _'2
_.-'- &l]a 6 2 a.re kxr_ Tm b_'{On
77_].and 7"2 are l_J2nr._m.%rices
A











r _] F 'L:L_o ] _ (G-2o)
_,(o)=- _ t2 %
f _{- • ..,
u:r_,.:-.-(,._-_o),(_- _m), ,_-_:_(" ), _ ....... " __c• _, _ o-.1], then, if; zs -,_o_s-, 01o to com_aute .
Consider r:.e:-:-_:,the el_or_t;v;i for i:}_,eco!.-.Jc<.'.,ation of
m-Ob{o l.:in !l>-(_)l!__l < _-[_(_:); co:.,._ ,_.,,on,_,,__'i'';:_o,i.,.:o_,iti.:_._
< i.;< _a' ' & -- IC
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makes use of the following approximation to (6-6):
= Ax + Bu(t) + C_(t), x(O) = (6-21)
whe re
_-i
•£ i _)-sgn[t _]_N i (6-22)
and the N i are as defined by (2-31) and (2-32). A block diagram of the
algorithm is shown in Figure 6-1. A brief description of it is as follows.
The time interval [O,T] is divided into _ equal subintervals, x(t) is
then computed for each of the subinterval endpoints. At each endpoint,
1 II_l .1 is checked against the minimum previous value of r_ II_I I"r--_ a
islessthantheprevi s itbec esthe mini-new
_%AI
a
mum. Thus at t=T, the smallest value of r_ II_I--i attained during the
a
time interval has been determined (and stored in the X]_RA array). The
procedure is then repeated for a new sample function of _Z. After repeat-
ing the procedure NC times the X_RL array is sorted so that the largest
value appears first, the second largest value appears next, and so forth.
Nc-i+l
Thus a plot of versus X_RL(i) gives an estimate of the plot of
N C
Prob[ Min ll_(t)]l~_l _ krr(_)_ versus k r. The reasons for choosing
0 < t < T a
a parabolic fit to the points thus obtained will be given in the dis-
cussion of the sample problem.
6.3 A Sample Problem
6.3.1 Statement of the Problem
An engineering system typical of the type to which the above techni-
ques apply is shown in functional block diagram form in Figure 6-2, in
operational block diagram form in Figure 6-3, and in state variable form
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aii':;,ent fro:;. .....<:_. ___-2. [q_.enot.:_t_:0nin FiGu.-e 6-3 r_lates to Fissure
" _ as follo::s:O-/.
KC represents the product of a controller gain and a prime mover
coP.sta'.nt.
IL is the inertia of the load.
is a %J_._e constant associated with the prime mover.
fl is the random disturbance.
J
][ is the product of a controller zain and a rate sensor constant.
r
nl is the co_ponent noi._e.
_- is the rete sensor filte_ .....ux_,e constant.
r
912 is the co_oo1_nt._._ noise.
Tp _s the po_itiou sensor filter time _ _
u :is the position co_,mm.nd.
$-3 _ " ':
.l_..ueto Fi_uu'e as ,_ollo.,;sThe _t_.o,. variables defined in Fizzre 6-4 ",_-_
xI is position.
• ::.-_a_u. eu ;'ate.
6
x 3 is m_asured position.
z,, aud x- _re emoloyed in the reoresentat_ou of the _prime mover and
load.
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(:._o_,-_-._o,_ of the relevance of the form of _ _ " _,_.__<.,_
of p_r,° .=.,.._......_._.-'- values ms" givex_ in" A<_.._:._''-_"._......;," F.
a.n.i_,.L,,-L state of t,_c








:,.'._ _s_ the lo.':d _s :.::,__::__,.1_ at :';_,., in so:,e positie::, "A:ieh is !:no:.:n
to _:'",_:_control].e:'. I% is de:ired _o br'LnS the lo_d to rest o,% posit_o::
"<i=0. Since the s:fste:::is su))ject %o random distui'bar.ces, provision hes
beer: me:It to lock into place ,.;henit Sets within a certain distance of
:<i=0, provid;,d. %1m% i% is no9 kso_."_ '_,-_.o 9oo _%asfi. It is also_ desired to achieve
this _.;itht.h_ mJ.nir:m: expenditure of energy co::sistent with an sccepfiable
probabilih$; of' success in a reason:<b].e time interval. __me performance in-
dq,x, Is], as defined by (6-33), re_].ects these goals, and if" amenable to
the o2t i::.J.z_,.tion technJ ques deve!of}e£ above :
1







ere por'itiw._, ¢c,.'d.ercon.:)t:tntsdefining the relei:ive ing.].uenec of'r ::n:]h
u
the: er:_-,g.7art:::"-oros:,oility." ._" t;.:?'::so_ t.h::p-,.c::.o_,,:<...c__'_o in ]e×.
f
..... _,:J,._._.lea]. Resu].%s
]:u:!erJ.ca,],rcs_:!ts "..,;ere obt;.:!r:e:]for the sample l)roble_ defined in
t],c_p:..'c,-,_c::n-:s._ct::o::by __._l-,_ ....the algorith':s described in the sec..:on
" " . _ _'.,.'"_0 _-J :,.L
on _......._" -,.:........"-: - :tl ,r,rob].e:_ Pi. I..i':-%irL:a of the FORTRAki progrc,:.,,:, ttsed_ together
•,'it1",..... a 6_._cur:s'ic.no:" _o:,:eof the cc"_:?u.t-'d?:o_'n_..... ..,.,.del:ails_ r.re cc.n-ta]n,?c.]in
t: 9L.?,::.::<:-:."C;.
, : " /; P: _ • _ : _': L : : • : 'c P¸ :
" ' "Y 2::,:':i:<!,{T<;i: C :i :<,' ;::,-::5<-:?7-¸
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...... -'_ ..... the curves S,_.O_..::: in Figures 6-5 through 6-9 are],.s 1.:_6 L]IL"G:_O;..S,._ GG._--±UZ
le._._,.-_,,_:.r,:__+--,",- '" best z_.-c,parabolas. '".,._e reaso-%s for cl,oosins ps-rabol".s
rathcr than'"n.:.,_,.u..''_ .... ,.z_.:,._,,_._.. polvno.;_.ials_ is th_-t th_ curves -_e_;-o _ec,t.._. _ . proba-
biiity distrib,atio:.:s, en;i hsi_::c, a'_' monot_r_c. _:e !oas of this properts: by
nzg_,er d e::--_-,e polynomials is ..... _ ..... _._g_re_ 6-11 and 6-12. The
curves in thcse figures a;'e ,::_h order and ezg_,._; order poly:ao::_i,_], bes_
fits to the TO=2.0 dcta (Sce Figure 6-7.)
The ne:_.g _H-,_,.pis to utilizc the _ ....... _ d:.';ouS:_os._a, con_a=.,cd in Figures 6-5 .. .
6-10 to dct.-rm.ine the value of T C which maximizes Isl (see equation (6-23)).
Et;is will no_,,, be carried out for
r = 0.2 (o-DO)
k = :o (g.-3Y)
u
" " _-r TS_=?'_guz..... ......o-12 o'_o"s a plot of ,,= pz'ob_,bility term of versus '_"_C" _"':=,e
........... f Fi_"u "`:_ 6-5 through c->.:)oi:'.Ls l'or iF-iS _lot ",-;eye re&el (_zcCo]._r _o:'_ . _.... " _
!:as then co::outed accor:_-I.G to (6"-33): ,_"_- _,:.• cqu__o.,, the w.l.. o for _;
-sl
prooaoz:-...-cy "_e,",_were obtained from Fzgu:'e o- _ while the values for the
e.._.oy fez::: ;,;ere oouazncd from Figure 6-10. q:ne z-e_l_l.lg curve sho,,,.n
.... . .;; that_ Fi-,ure 6-14 Th_ b::,:ediate ze_o_l_ is _-_





..... "_ . .:o. verF sensitive to T C for _C > 1.5. OnA second :'c,sult is t:,nt =sz is ,.. ..
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9 C " 0:9 _ J., ;: '..... %q'..!.V_,I'_- ..... "...... larger th:..n its ' "" ....dr,_.'.,n i;_ d.--_t st..c,_-.-d be ci',oseR ,u;. =, ,,,_ _
' "" 4:'"" "" ..... z'.._O ..... <.,_C tO sys%e);; [A,.I'_;;,.:_,_..%0 _'_[!',,'CC %_,!0 Su:.',,!,_.u,_.,.'l_,_,, O? ';_ ..... ,""", ..... " ..........
O.zy.._L _- .L.; ,, .,-:,.O_ .%0 _ic,n
,_ _.,-_ -., _ _...._. Isl_-o_,_ 6-lj snows _na,, the probability term of hr.:s a ...... "'"
f-
value ac TC=i. The teaser for thzs apparent from Fi,?;u_'esb-15 _h_oubh
'_ '_'' !_-1 _' a_,_ period Tc < t <" _. < i z{o--[. !;'n_ JC _ ° ir,cl'easq_ durin_ '-"_ .
" " " OrOU_flu %0 Zei'O_ &S %'e"C X_ _Tnzs ho.i)gons because _'4 and x 5 were not ..... _
....... ._. TC
_,2_ aud x 3. As a _.su!o, _o:," < i_ decreasing TC also g.ec'_'cases the
_.L • " I
p,_ol)a.bility tcrm of Isl , but _.ii increases ti_e ene:.cgy term. Tnrs for
TC < i, lsl fails to exoress the tr_,.de off bet;,,een energy and proi'::.')iilty_
and _nus co;::_ro_,.'iscs zig valu.e as a _;._L_ -.perfo_'_,nnce inrle>:. A pos_].L_.,.
reme6y :,'oL_!dbe to redefine the terminal coudition on (6-.2) %0 _
xi( c) = o,
r,h;., • C, " " •
•,n._ aio?roach_ howevcr_ s-pends enercy on zeroirg coL:ponew&s of x w:,icn
do 'not affect the probability term. This objection point_ to a.:oL; -:
_"_.... of the snaue of 13_,rse,,,:::ar.,ifoldcl._.u., o? $'i: no accoklnt ls u<_..... the " ......
...._.n<_o; s_ the s_.:.,uc,___.'o! :L.S er_plied_ ,ub_-al .....of the actual values of
_.'.e e _''-'<''_< O? &.
,a,_.:,_ ..... _, ,;_uu_,,_::: ,_. as def-;.rcd b_io:.; was conceived tO improve th=
.%. @ _.-- - _ m " " "
ou_e_io:.r:.:?-e _eatures o, :)robie:r: ]?I .<er_t_,o:ie( / -above.
6.4.2 _-_._-':-"-, --D_, :.__,._lon02 S'doo_o%i_._¢.! Pro;Jle.,,r,,_°
m,._z_ _._O..d°__,_ ClS.SS" of Co;Itro].s i;O "oe CO;_Sl(-Tl'e_,'"_ _ is defl.nce" _.:sfollows.
• " . L- h ,_ : %-





























r, Ll LI --
_,J<: sece:;P, s_flw, pti r:.]. t)roblem to be eons_der_._d_ the.,,., is
]:'2: FJn,] u '_-E E 2 su_:h that
I .[u*] ,,.>Is[u ] for eve_,y u E _'2_ (6-!'!_)
s'.£<jc'.:;, to (_-6). (is :is de£ine,.] by (<<-.[j)).
Co,_'; i.c_,z • n, .... t.-:c_ ,._o:..p,.L%,._.tlo:i of v, given k . '_is is earr'.e(l cut
..... b l u -
,.,., a ..... :,.:.;nu._or,.::!R'd e£,D_p]_ica_i.on o_ :(_Igr'da_,;.n s };Ll_df;;]:::,i }._:':<n,.::,.;) .,::. US]_
.'k,._Zlt<,::]._:;-'}_ is
]; I£i_':-: _'(,::" _-)-- II?-i_ - _, It_t _"• .T_1 u ' (6-1.,-5)
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SM2(t2_t]) = I:2 ¢'(t2,tl), :'M2(tl,tl) = I2m







°M"'°)[ o(o)]=[ o (6-5_)
-1
:,(0) = -. V 4 _'_ _: (6-55)
Using (6-42), (6-_,6), (6-47), and (6-55), then, it is possible to computc
U •
6.4.3 i::.::? rical ::.qr:ults
ITur:crieal results wore obtv.incd for subopt].:,:e.lproblem P2 using the
sa:_ _.ar.:2]..eprobl:.:mand the same co::,putatio::::],techniques which were ap-
plied for subopti<?l prob].':J_:P]-, Ccmparison of Figure 6-18 with Fis:trcs
6-15 th:,'oush6-17 shows that P2. should indec_ express the tr:zdeoff be-
tween energy end probe.bility b:,ttcr than did PI. ::le rcsultins plots of
}>j'%il] )':i{: I l_'(t)I I .... _.! _ Y _: ): _ '_ _ I" )" :' :" e _ a () :_;: _ i :: _" I: "'I ' " _ _ 6-19 thro_,:,h
<t<]. a"-
6-2!, an..a, u" dt vc,'sus Y_: ic r:bo:-;::in Fi:;_.u-e6..22. Fo].lowing the sar,:e
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-_ " " l___,u._ From this plot it isThc plot o;. is ve-ccus 1_ l:; shown _.n ,'_,_-_ 6-24.
r,h:._u = 10 -4.
_ccn %.h_t the opti_ri control is ' " corresponding to Ku The
opt_]:_], perfor.r_.nce turns out to bc_
0
[u*(t)]2 m-,= i o0
6.5 ..C<£"<_,]'2,_0_
oo,.,_cc:::_aris.>:)swi!]. now be 7:!::debcbwecn suboptimll p_:oblc,m-._PI and
opt:hx:l co_/,:,roliu _;2 achieves hish_:,r probrd,_ility of a hit at a hirgher
" - __" n the ol;tJ_,al control in "_l'encrc.y co:,l .... _...... _ Co.u,:._s.rison of Figu_-e 0.-_,4
to Fig'0.rc 6--1[ _ sho','s that the optJ]"?.l control in 5:2 achieves a co::.siderab].y
c o.._ that in "l 'i'hus for this sa,_p].e problem, at least,higher _s t:'._%n " ""
if2 is a better class of controls.
Note "that the m_p_riorit3_ o:2 _2 wet _'i h;._zbeen demoustrct,c,3 only
-4
for r:.O.2 _.,,_._ k.u=]'O . It turns ou,..,_-' howcver_ that __'_is c_perior to 5_.
in & bro:,dcr _,,'--_-. x age.r,: 6-25 ........... , ..... ;_" ,'- :..... ).,o that for the range of en,_._gies
inw:r't:;LT:tc'_, the co:?b.'.'ols in Y2 a!',,'<¢s produce higher prob_,_bility of hit
th.:_,:>_ t'.,,.o_:<: of _,_ for the 'c,.vme e"_'rg$ r.
"" PI_,u-," 6-13 ",;;!:;_ 6-,23 -c.rR. _,'. cnot',,'er ooint. The ran-Z c<"_:?.3,1"i.<oi_ 0._..... _ ..........
de:", error ar_zinc zrom the ]%ute C:.c._o ..... _ t;_, co._pute,tiop_:_l tec_.n].-
qu':, _.....e _ th--.,. c....3__......._ ",-_,..,_of the e:.: ,'.:':u.:._n_,_. z._.:nl,.., from the fitted c',._rve_
• "- ' .... " _ 11d.s is
_.....c:_ h:i.ghe:¢ .... " ..... " _,t,_,.,t. fo:," tho:;c in ,:'2,
















































NUM]_ICAL RESULTS BASED ON THE _ ESTIMATE
7.1 Introduction
In Chapter 4, an estimate, [, to the probability term of the per-
formance index was developed, while in Chapter 5, an algorithm utilizing
the # estimate for the selution of the basic optimization problem was
presented. In the present chapter, numerical results from the applica-
tion of the analysis in Chapters 4 and 5 to the sample problem stated in
Chapter 6 are given.
The accuracy of the _ estimate is investigated by comparison of the
_estimate of the performance index probability term for controls in _I
and _2 (the subclasses of controls corresponding to problems PI and P2
respectively, as discussed in Chapter 6) with the results obtained in
Chapter 6 (via observation of a digital simulation of the system).
The conjugate gradient algorithm presented in Chapter 5 is applied
to the sample problem stated in Chapter 6, using two different controls
as starting points.
The first starting control is the control in _i corresponding to
T = 1.0 (see Chapter 6). The reason for choosing this starting point is
C
that Figure 6-14 suggests that reasonably steep gradients appear here.
The second starting control is #Me control in S2 corresponding to
= _ -4
Ku _0 . The reason for choosing this starting point is that this
I0_
represents the best control found in Chapter 6. Thus any further
improvement demonstrates the usefulness of the optimization algorithm
of Chapter 5.
Some comments are made on the convergence of the conjugate gradient
algorithm in light of the numerical results.
Discussion of the computational aspects of the work described in
this chapter is contained in Appendix H.
7.2 Accuracy of the _ Estimate
7.2.1 Control-lndependent Term
The _ estimate, whose accuracy is to be checked, is given by equa-
tion (4-iI_). An examination of equations (4-I15), (4-116), and (4-117)
shows that %o does not depend on the control. Thus it is necessary to
compute this term only once. (This was noted in Chapter 5, and $o was
dropped from the performance index.) The computation of _o(0, x, T),
where _ and T are the initial state and final time for the sample pro-
blem stated in Chapter 6, was carried out by the FORTRAN program shown
in Table H-2. The results of this computation are shown in Figure 7-1.
In this Figure NM is the number of terms in the Monte Carlo estimation
of the integral appearing in equation (4-115). The value of $o is
taken to be 0.02 in the remainder of this chapter. All subsequent
estimates of the probability term include this number.
7.2.2 _ For Controls in 91
As stated in section 6.2, the class, _I' of controls considered in
suboptimal problem P1 is parameterized by Tc. Controls were computed
for a range of To, and the _ estimates co_spor_--ng to them were com-
































observation of a digital simulation of the system. The results of these
observations are plotted in Figure 6-13. A comparison of these results
with the _ estimates ms shown in Figure 7-2. The solid line is the
curve which appears in Figure 6-13. Six terms were used in the Monte
Carlo estimate of the integrals appearing in $I"
An examination of Figure 7-2 indicates that the error in the
estimate of probability increases with probability. This is in accordance
with the error bound given by equation (4-69). The term v(_,r) (see
equations (A-162) and (A-150) through (A-153)) contains terms with fac-
tors of N to various negative powers. R (see equation(A-56_ is a lower
on overthe Thusthe error the
a
probability estimate corresponding to controls which bring II_I~_I close
a
to zero tends to be large. These controls also tend to yield high
probability of hitting the target manifold. Thus an increase in prob-
ability estimate error as probability increases might be expected.
7.2.3 _ for Controls in _2
Following the same procedure as for 71 controls, results were ob-
tained for 72 controls, which are parameterlzed by Ku (see section 6.4).
The results are shown in Figure 7-3. The increase in the error of the
estimate of probability as probability increases appears even more
clearly here than it did in Figure 7-2. An additional feature which
shows up in Figure 7-3 is that the slope of the _estimate of probability
versus K is incorrect for small K . This suggests the possibility
U U
that the error in the estimate of the _bility term could cause the
-_'-_ _--_+ olg^r__htb_ to search in the wrong direction.
i
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7.3.1 Starting Point in _i
Several iterations of the algorithm shown in Figure 5-1 were carried
out for the sample problem stated in Chapter 6, using the control in _I
corresponding to T = 1.0 as a starting point. The results are shown in
c
Figure 7-4. The solid lines in this figure connect the indices corresponding
to the controls existing at successive passes through block F of Figure
5-1. The dotted lines connect the indices cerrespondlng to the controls
existing at successive passes through block B of Figure 5-2. (The
dotted lines correspond to the curve shown in Figure 5-3).
The probability term for the control corresponding to the final
point of Figure 7-4 was computed from observations on a digital simula-
tion of the system as described in Chapter 6. The results are shown in
Figure 7-5, Using these results the final performance index is
I- 0.24 (7-1)
The apparent error in the computation of the minimum performance
index over each iteration is attributable to error in the Monte Carlo
estimate of integrals. This also accounts for the "jump" at the third
iteration. Each iteration begins by recalculating the performance
index corresponding to the control generated by the proceeding index.
Except at the third iteration, the two computations were in agreement
to two significant figures.
The control corresponding to the final point in Figure 7-4 is
shown in Figure 7-6. The IIE(t)!l_ trajectory corresponding to this



















































































































7.3.2 Starting Point in _2
Two iterations of the algorithm shown in Figure 5-1 were carried out
for the sample problem stated in Chapter 6, using the control in _2
corresponding to Ku= I0-_ (the optimum control for F2). The results are
shown in Figure 7-8. (The lines in Figure 7-8 have the same significance
as those in Figure 7-4).
The probability term for the control corresponding to the final
iteration was computed from observations on a digital simulation of the
system as described in Chapter 6. The results are shown in Figure 7-9.
Using these results the final performance index is
I = - 0.o8 (7-2)
7.4 Co_ents on Convergence
The convergence of the conjugate gradient algorithm appears to
have been affected by the following factors:
1. loc_l minima;
2. Monte Carlo error;
3. error in the _ estimate.
The first two factors were anticipated in section 5.4. The shapes of the
curves in Figures 7-4 and 7-8 suggest that local minima were being
approached. In both Figures the effect of Monte Carlo error on the
minimization over one iteration was apparent. In Figure 7-8 this appears
to have been rather critical.
The third factor, error in the _ estimate, was probably important
in the optimization shown in Figure 7-8. Not only was the error in
large i_u t_JLs case (see Fi_are ,=_), but it also caused ÷_he s._pe of



















FIGURE 7-9. OBSERVED PROBABILrIT T_J4 FO_ FIHAL POINT OF FIGURE 7-@
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A stochastic optimal control problem whose novel feature is the
probability term in the performance index was formulated. The mathemati-
cal foundation on which the problem rests was reviewed. Two methods of
attack on the problem were investigated:
I. A closed form estimate of the probability term was obtained by con-
structing an approximate solution to the diffusion equation.
Pontryagin' s maximum principle was applied to yield a two-point
boundary value problem, and the conjugate gradient algorithm was
applied for computation.
2. A suboptimal solution was obtained by formulating an appealing single
parameter subclass of controls. The probability term was then
found by digital simulation, and the class of controls was searched
over its parameter for the optimal solution.




One of the most appealing features of the suboptimal approach is
that it allows the user to exercise ingenuity in the selection of the
119
_ubclass of controls. In Chapter 6 it _s seen that the application of
Judgement to the results from one class of controls lead to the formula-
tion of a better class. An obvious disadvantage of the method is that
it offers no information as to the optimum solution.
It was observed in section 6.5 that the accuracy of the estimate of
the probability term increases with probability. Thus the method is
most effective if the optimal performance index has a relatively high
probability term.
8.2.2 Conjugate Gradient Method
In contrast to the suboptimal method, this method is rather mechani-
cal and does not allow much room for ingenuity. It does offer some
information about the optimum solution, subject to the following comments:
I. The accuracy of the estimate of the probability term depends on
a nm_er of thing_ including the problem parameters, the con-
trol, and the Monte Carlo estimate of the integrals.
2. The conjugate gradient algorithm may converge to local minima.
It was observed in section 7.2.2 that the accuracy of the estimate
of the probability term decreases with increasing probability. Thus, In
contrast to the suboptimal method, this method is most effective if the
optimal performance index has a relatively low probability term.
8.2.3 General Comments
The efficient use of computation time in both the above methods de-
pends on the tradeoff of the number of Monte Carlo samples against the
size of the time increment. The work done in Chapter 6 employed a time
increment of .001. For this time increment, thirty six trials (points
in Figures 6-5 through 6-9) required approximately twenty minutes of
120
IBM 7094 time. In the work done in Chapter 7, a time increment of .01
_s used. This was apparently justified, since the Qz matrix (see
equation (5-39)) computed with a time increment of,.Ol agreed with the
Qz matrix computed with a time increment of .001 to at least four
significant figures in each element. If this had been recognized during
the work of Chapter 6, computing time could have been used much more
efficiently.
A general observation on the relationship between the two methods
is that they tend to complement each other. While one works best for low
probabilities, the other works best for high probabilities. The subopti-
mal method provides a variety of appealing starting points for the
conjugate gradient algorithm. This alleviates the problem of local
minima. The conjugate gradient algorithm provides a possibility for
improving on the best control in a subclass which has been searched by
the suboptimal method. Thus the two methods should be viewed as com-
plementary rather than competitive.
8.3 Avenues for Future Investigation
8.3.1 Linear Systems
The suboptimal method could be continued by seeking new subclasses.
For example, a time varying factor might be included in the integrand
of equation (6-41). An examination of the distribution of target mani-
fold intercept times should suggest the general form of such a factor.
The effectiveness of the conjugate gradient method as a function of
the number of terms in the Monte Carlo estimate of integrals should be
investigated further, both theoretically and computationally.




on the problem should be investigated.
8.3.2 Non-linear Systems
Within the limitations discussed in section 2.4, the suboptimal
method applies as easily to non-linear systems as to linear systems,
provided that suitable subclasses of controls can be generated. The closed
form probability estimate used in the conjugate gradient method, on the
other hand, would have to be completely reworked. The formulation in
section 3.4 _kes i_ediate use of the linearity of the syst_. This
could probably be avoided, since the system state is still a diffusion
process for a broad class of non-linear systems (as mentioned in section
2.4). The construction of an approximate solution for such an equation
is carried out in form by Mishchenko _4], [Ii]. This solution makes use
of the transition density of the system state, as did the case considered
here. A method for computing the transition density in the non-linear
case would have to be found.
8.3.3 Closed Loop Solution
The only subject treated here has been the open loop solution of
the problem. The closed loop solution should also be investigated. The
application of the dynamic programming approach to the closed loop pro-
blem gives rise to some interesting questions. This comes about as
follows. Let
T 2




dx t = (Ax+ Bu)dt+ Cdnt, x(m) =
u, U, _, x, A, B, C, a_ n are def__n___as in equations
(3-1), (3-2), and (4-1).
(8-2)
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Thus, the basic problem has been imbedded in a larger problem by making
variable the initial time and state. Formal application of the principal
of optimality leads to
o = + ÷
U x
!
Two difficulties are apparent:
I, The presence of dn7 in (8-5) raises the question of what is really
meant by the "optimal closed-loop solution," The meaning must be the
best solution conditioned on x(T) = _, since "d_" cannot be measured.
The question of how to carry out the minimization in (8-3) still z_mains.
A possibility is to use the best estimate of "d_" whieh is zero, and
proceed from there. Obviously some careful definitions and theoretical
work are required.
2. Supposing that the first difficulty can be surmounted, the minimiza-
tion in (8-3) is far from trivial. The terms VR% and aro functionals
on u(t), tE[T,T]. How, then is the minimization to be interpreted? Is
u(7) alone involved, or is u(t), tE[7,T] to be considered?
8.3.4 Performance Index and Constraints
An interesting variation on the problem would be to maximize the
probability term subject to bounded control. A second variety of con-
straint would be bounded state. A third variety would be bounded energy.
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SOME ESTIMATES USEFUL FOR THE APPROXIMATE
SOIAFEION OF THE DIFFUSION EQUATION
The purpose of the appendix is to develop estimates of certain
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where _(s) and Q are defined by (A-56a) and (A-52) respectively.
Then from Theorem 2-5,
p(_,_,s,_) = probability density associated with the event x(s) =
given that
x(a) = _, where x is the solution of (2-1)





q(_,_,s,_) = Probability density associated with the event
x(s) = W given that x(a) = _ and _(t)_ b S for
all t E[a,s], where x is the solution to (_-i).
(A-104)
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The next step is to estimate the various terms of the right hand
side of (A-116) which will result from substitution from (A-9_).
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where _ is a k dimensional vector
is an m-k dimensional vector
then _ is a solution to (A-40) with
lira _. (a,e_,'_)= D1 (_r) + D2 (A-156)
u(a,_, _) I = 0 (A-157)
I
_E_s
From (A-149), (A-156), (A-157), and theorem C-2,
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COi,_ARISON T_O_,_ FOR SOLUTION TO THE DIFFUSION EQUATION
_h._ app.:ndix is to develop s theorem similar toThe p_,.n'_/.)se of' _'-" "
Ti_eerc.m16 of ".......,"
- ...nci _c_2 of Friedman rg] the arg_m:ent follows that of
_\-iedmon.
Before star 0rang the t,.c,a,u,,, some ,,ouau_cn r,_ustbe defined, Let R
be tl_e m +l d'/..::_nsionaldomain (x_t). Let D_ c.R be "thehkT,erplanc
(x,"_'). Let




Closure and boundary _.:illbe denoted as fol].otcs:
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APPENDIX D
AN EXPRESSION AND A BOLmD FOR V T
O
The purpose of this appendix is to develop an exp_ression and a
bound for V_ To(tl_,t2) , where T O is defined by (4-40). The expression
will be developed in two parts, V-_ _o and V_ T o.
Working directly from (4-42), (4-43), and (4-44),
5 _(tl,_, t2,_) ]
-2@ ,_o
t2 > tI , i=l,2,...,k
(D-l)
The integral in (D-l) will now be put into a more convenient form.
j o
II_II_ o
(_'g} L_Ti B(tl' ,t2,,
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From (4-_2) and (D-6), the first term of (D-8) vanishes. Then from (D-I),
(D-2), (D-8), and the differential of (_-_2),
v_io -(x-2),x'2(_) _ " ; (D-9)
Workir_ directly from (_-42), (_-43) and (_-_),
_Io - " L"
" 1
J, l o
, t 2 __. tl, i-k+l,...,m (D-IO)
Equations (D-9) and (D-IO) will now be used to estlmate }IV,=Toil.
Note first that
}lv=mi_ _(Ilv_loll + llv_-_Iol1 (D-II)
_r_ (D-9),
llv_ to_ __ (k-2)r k'2 (_) {_
, t2 • t 1.
(D-w)
From (D-12), (A-l), and. (A-22),
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and whose Zt'?.,',I."ge is ill 3_n
C
Lot _3.; "_2; :'_'
p_-oFer hies
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1 _2(_)= 1 e -
P_i (m)_12
(E-4)
where (_) is the probability density associated with the event _i --_'
_..L_L. _3' i ,/j (E-5)





where p = [4_1 Vl, ..., 4/J_ vj_] (E-7)
Vl, ..., v£ are the 1 orthonormal eigenvectors of A, and
_i' """' _ are the corresponding eigenvalues.
Then
E(ni) = ,_ (,.-8)
['_.._(i-1)+l1
EC(,Ti.,.,)( i. ,_).} = _ CLi_(i__)+_j
[_Z(i-1)+l'ee.,
From (E-4) and (E-5),
(_.-lO)
Reasoning as in (4-49),
(_-n)
Then _i is a Gaussian random vector with mean _ and covariance A. Also,
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...._ _........ :2,[.CiD-'_t]. %:[r:<.st]L(-.¢.:C'VC_:f:[&T_CC;0,_ G.
....L___'_L__....L :__:i._..
or tLo _', .... , n:,-,!::ber .... ,...........
. {:.,:_t,d_ _'.bO, v;_,'-:;er.lt{" !_]:oO.u.ce "c]l(.' sccL_Le._ce _]_ : Fg. _ ..... _ ar,.ct
to C:[ven .......,_e..... f'ce].L_L.; fo-o %he :cage of cu,_c,c,.c,.-. .... ,'_ of a],;'- to J.
_'he ...... •.... -_- .... et-,.r.., _ e:.:e.>-ol c J.s 6.e.fine(l _:.s foL]_o_,,,s. • • -
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-TABLE E-I. LISTING OF FROGRAM FOR THE CO_L_ATIO_I OF JR A_q)
DIME'_4SICtd XMUI3,L },XLA'{3,3} tC(3_-_),FMU()t3) tP(3,'_)IYLAM{ 3) ,PINV(3





X_"U 12, i) =lO.
XlVU ( 3, I ) =20.
DC I I=L,3
[ XX_,_U( I )=XMU { [ _ I )
XLAM( L, I)-"-I,. e
XLAM(I,2):-[.
XLAM(I.,3):O.


















CALL GAUPEC (Xi'.Hj,XLAIV, C, P., F, FMU ,M,N, [ , IT , P, YLAM t P [NV ,DUM, I'AR , TES*, TE
[ST, F'qUC) ,I) I l













OTHENSICN XMU {_, I ), XLAH{N,h } ,C(N,N ) tF_U(L ,N ) ,P(N,N} IYLAN(_:) _PINV{N




















IF( II .£C.JJ} E_Ut._({I,JJ)=I./YLAMIII)***5
CCNTINUE





CALL /vATPLY {P INV ,TE S, CI ,.N,N,NN )
DE] Ib J:I,N
T£S( J, ].)=C t { J, l )+X;_IU( Jt I )
CALL N,.]P.M(C , I FS , T ES 1 ,XMAG,L_ ] ,N, t'CN)
IF{XUAOII,I|.LE.R) CO TC 5
DCI3 J=I,N






IF(I.LE.IT) GI; Ttl 7
06 8 J:l,l
DC 8 K= I, _'













! I i 1 ! ,, I I_L]
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t I 1 I I
lo lo0 lo00












] ] ] ....
lo
L_._.I .t ] _L___]_
1.O'3 1OOO







_-.A _ _._2._ i _
/' 7 _O T_TM TD',--_,_,3 ;-_-"
_'_2 Cb.OJ.Ce C,'P g_ L-::,.;:LLI.U _),'G_'C:;L i'Of t._ie ZJLLLOT;S%Z'a%:I.O,'_I O_ G ,';tF;i8 n
' " " _ ........ c_,.cc_u., co',._s:Ld.:_".L.,bio:'L. _:hc ..... -r-n,- "
_cciz:-,_quo _TC'I'H' ......... 1 _,.:,:£,__ /,too_e;:1 ':;,',,.rLd
.... ,.. _,C_l,.l¢,,_. I_G S_IOL!_Q i:- CO:::I)_.r::X!It(_iC(:6<; _; .... }::,:,.'_:C[,_ C8._.:'0 Z O_ _g.";C_ deSi5"-_ _'," ...... " L.... ' " "
- eO.:il)'_.b.h,..lO_R.J. _'©ti'_glT;O50.,t _ _"r .... ; "onouSh to ex,_ose _d,._e cribica! " . ..... .. "
and yet not so cc:,mlex _s to "z_;.,,,_"m, the basic +;,,..,.,.,_,_ of the .-_,_-._.,-",":, __,_,_,..-in
a ...... o_.; of ,, y, .... ccG:ute-" proL:r,::_:m.,:;.lG data:iLL. P:;,',.-Lqy....._._ it -_._,ould
Ci\"c so:,_,c iT.,(licat:Lon of bhe sco_o of ..... "_ "_ ........... " ,;,__:_ t:..... ,__I.,._..... Dy Z'._v,2_'].in S ....
..............._,:_;_._,4,:3 u_ t-!e 'orob].e;_ _,'_ich e.:,:'e cs,'.;cnb.l.a]_ _6o the _-:¢n_,,.._....... ;' •
E_co.... _-,_-"......_,_._:_ Of -_nms s:o:_er.dix is to o."_-"-":"_'.,:._;., _,.. i;i so:,,; dc.t_,il "._z_-
i
d.._,.:_c._.:;r ..... .-c_ o,7 the ss::_p:J.e _)rob'.i.e_,, tu.cd in C:._:,L,_er_ _ _ma 7_ ,,. to
discuss the a.cnlication of ._v,_, - ...........
.. ,,_:., aDOVC cO_]g.:dO_.$'_:,.C)_l.S to lu.
':hc systo:'_,si.,o_,,n in }Pig-ares 6,-2_ 6-3_ and 6..-4. c._?3od±cs v, _';,,,._%cr of
cc,::no:Ry cnco_.":-3c:,:'cd features. Ehc pr:[:;.e mover -:..s mod_llcd rs _, f.irst
o--dot 3 "-.s"....._:;_e: cT-, ............._;,_,.,_:__._u,,--. _.:_._....... _,_..,,,._.. .... provide _,,_......_,:: end l)-_.t _ '..ion
in('o).:Le.tion. :;-, .... :,,- "-' " Z±l'b _ ._;._,U_,.._ b_.lC SO_180:.':S 8:6C O.OiS,y_ """ .... Ol'#,/O:O IO;, / "O&_;-,
f-:.'.Zt,.'..z-s arc Z):eovidcd,
_:;e mr:.ericc..l value (:,co c(._,u:_ti(;':, (6-3C))) for the pri;_:e m:):.,_r tit:-_ _
c-.:.r.s4.:-::0 :::..s cho:_c.n arbi-g:,..c:,.'i:Ly. EL:is i_ :[%se:L:[' co:;bs ;to sencp,_l.tty
.... ' ".:,!O.._,o.E_,.'.(.:L!O.'_L..L3¢ 8;.'Otl.h'[;g C.'.7_]..y t,,) tl, '',',L:_..t_cc ch::':si_S a:L]. %i_::e co):_s%::_;.'..; ....... "....... " " _ ....
- _ t, ,,_,,-, t-° _-,,<,
,. _ 1...... thecr.. ::nl" J[;;._l.t;.k" JL:R: CO;"_;:,i;,:,:R;.'J 1..;:__] C..R.SC,1%;I_,)]_. ir_.":.: O]? ]Oi'C,7_r"tr_'" L:S
::Re;* :d;'t.i;:._';;.l'{_ _.':_ p':,SSi'b_.O _,i_ho'.S; is:,p.o:;il_ S t:C,o sOVo"'e C !-c:,Gs].iS' O:1
sys't,.'::: .slt,.'d OVC_' ['_"..'7[sbo_,e the 3.2rd.t:,,tion ii_'.poscd by the pri_:',.e nov,z.r.
5._-e dcsicn of the s_:'_::Lg-(.... "....<7 .. ;,., p_."oo'-:oC._'<-[as follo".ts. 'fhe roob
i"].,rSL_rCF-!. 9_e closed loop tz'si_,sfe_:ftuictio,_iof the imior ],ocp wil].
have ......4 three ]:<:ai "_ _ ,--"])Oa.<__Of" or,:_l-e_l pole on(] 8 ('.o.lJ-e}: .. (]<_-
!'_ndli_ S on the loop gci,, A:l ex_.<:.9].e of etch of the two tw].>::s _;8s cc_-
si£<-' - -_
.... _..... t,_m outtc.i' looD roob "
. _.ocu.. for ell inp..:_i,too 2
ti'_m:..:&'cf_.-nction _].%h three rco]. Doles; spacific,_].]._
.......... 0.6
El.,
_'iL:_._.'_ ]/"_ s"iows tl?o ou%tci: loop root ]_ocu,_..' for _n ir_lmi: too_ t.x'c_s:F_r




The on._%, q'd?].i-[:,<--[;i,_e d].f:re_',:n_.ce hell;son the loci in l,'i_uT£s ]?-_ _tTiO
F-3 Is _,:_:-'.v""tile ].._u,,,...... of i_':k_oz'o., I"--Z h_s a x'c:_Sc of c_ins foi- _..,',_._c_l. ... o3.].
c].c.,s:& ].cop ]?olcs _J_-c l'ea]., _._hoi:o_s t,he locus oi' F1culv: F"'3 _:].w:%":.; cx-.
hi%its c-'..; ].cost o:-zo co::%_]cx pzd..v. Since the (:onD_:x'ison o:C diffcr:_n%
%_..":::; of ,';yst_:::-.;is a possible s,<]_jcct fez _ :['_.%uz'e i-cse,:_.vcli_ the locus
....... I _-.... " _;,?_c,_mb_c to ::.he,_ o:C F-3. ""I' '' " " 'of ]'; _. '_-e i'-2 ",.:_:.:......... n,.._.-.,d as ' On this _.,._._
KR?,,"C
t}.,e Ye;1.uc o:C 0.6 ',;o;; chos<n 5.'oi_ ...._..... .
JL K C
5_le 0"__¥ sy:.t.'.::i P_:':'-- ::'_<::_ :'.'o_:<':[}_iP'C %0 !_C c'.hoso,n. is ..... , 5_,:I,schoice
v_s :'_'8c c:_ ths T,o:;is o_! its c_.tcct on c.5"stc._i p::!'fo_.'::nr.e._ ss juC:.;ca ])y
















,_ - OFT_ I.O_P P<_LES
O - OP_ LOOP Z.k_OES








-3. -z. -L o.
P.FAL PART








X " OPZ_ l_%0_'POLE3
o • O?E_ LOOF ZP_RO'/_8





J C ....... )L o.
- 1. 0.





re._;pon,_e _il]..i "r.,e c_.eC'.;r.;:_i>e¢_ principcl]._ 1%" t]:.,'.:. cc:,_.plex _:,_i_ heal" bh_
origin_ .,,ridi;hot i-h:;c ])oir is liL_i",]y d_mped. This is sc_isf._.c%o_.b" for
c_-sJ:s "_,here the system is to l)e_:fo_m its maneuve]' in a _]m,_. pc:rio&. _,2A.L C,..!
is ro.J...'_:bivcJ..y ,<:hoz'_ compaz'ed to one cycle of it- <'_ nc,bui'al freq_ency.
si_,c,,._ -t.he s_,,_;p!.e_rc,b.'ce_ time v_:-:.:choson "to _oo one (_.':_:oecp.a'oion (6-33)),
this cond:iDio:,:l holds.
_-. 3 )-i-97S,?_.!_r!_'_!.._.:%-;£e,,_!,.2.!7_-At.u_._
I% v_:s desire,/ to choose thc ,"mr_o;,x dJst;ux.])m,ce n,_;nitudcs (scc
equ.'.%io:_ (6-:'7,,!)) _o th.=,t each h.-.,,.¢e .... ¢_ .... -""" 'on,- t;t,,_ :_, or_,cz" of p..ogmt'h_,._.a of e.,._.,.cg
of Fi£,.;.:s-c: 6.-J::
• %D r'l'-
hewc the _,." o):de_' of r.mgnitu6e of effect, %hay shoul8 hmvc the
sL:r.s oz'dc,': of r,_<9_ii_ude.
(_.,._,.c%].y vith ]{r " r(b) n I P.dds _" _ x3. Since 1( = 3..?_, nI should also hove
the _:: :.'::2 orctr_'.., of m,'_,g},ioucvo ef] n 3
_e Cv. _..c ......_.
"_pl',_'; _- ,<._ofs,_:is thai, r,l_ n._, end ,>noa].d all ].>e of the <;_:_.:.e
I O.CO_.v,_:y Of _--_Sn['_u,-ie. . _o ,_,.__-,._;n,l.-_._.,,...,_o! [;Ire t.um:e_ %H_s C]'_OL',Cn SO %].,St, ....
CCX>._c..'L%lO_lOTzc] l;01'()2"[; <'""the {>;i.>cn In[%io]. • -',-" -" , ' ..... -" "'1",,1,e; one p_eOO<_O.l..:L%y t;ci,:l. Of t:he
pcz'.,.._,r _ante in$ox wes 1}eJ.%}.'e:t- not'.:r:l%" onc no.v nca_q.y zel'o. _.,e x,a].uos
• i m" "to,,'civc;: i_n cq.t.., b....... (6-31) :;c,'3ir::Cy v:,..<,'"i " condit, icn, as is evi(]cn% fro_ the
rcstO.tr; of d_c scr.%)!c: >ro,<'l.<n:. ca]cu!_;tions.
z81
£ "_TT:" -,-v
""- .... ' P ....... ,rn ", --- A ' _ t-.T_."mCv=_'o2V.2IO,,_AL D_:--.._S _-SSOC_%_,...,_¢iTH Tf_ SUSOPT,_.IKL PROBL2Li]
_n,._...........", u,.C ;."_, t,.:: _-:? _.' ,':L ;:{"" &,',Y,CiI,'.L;.X...:' " _<S" %0 _;""_-'=,0_ t,.__, _ .. " gO-:.O Oi _ "[:]1,:: (.:" :.'"_,.,,:i.."l ,;, Of "'_,._10
c...., .........<......a ':_,c:_eo, uith proble::s !-'].and __:o,_of C:m,_er_ 6. .,._";:'::::_=_,._-,_,
a. ,
_" .... "..... Of P-_o ....... "'_'_" " " ..... dd'ik'_O_:n "-""_'" .... "P'
results., w_'_u_"'- _.,_:;___",'70_...._ equation (._-2"_.....,_, as cn a]?grox:imation to (o-o) are r)rescnt<:d.
C. _! Co.:-:-m-:,vt'!o':.,:_ D,_'b:<i.].s " " ' : _"" ""'..... ;,SgOL':,.SYO .. = _,.q _].
..... < _ _:_- ..... the _ _,'o':_';_' 2or _'.,_c sol v,%:;.o3i o:_ _y"c,b!e_:] i_l, :(r.,
.......... _ ............ _-" " _" _ J._!_o "_h:zcc: disi',iizc.t prc)Lv_:t:s:
(_._ ,.,.e pz'ogra:',s SO%:L was u::cd to co':'..mt_. _, (0) '¢e:c_<m:"c
(2) <_.... p:'o2:rc:t: _:)P-_ _.:es " to e:cccv&._ tb_e _ ............... '_- " ""' ....
,.,_:: the _,,r"'n._'_+"n'=..__,____,. of the ....-as_ sci'caro:'. }s:,:'abo:Lic _:_,......
E'-hezo p-._'c,2:::'c::::s wi3.-,, be &iscussed se_<:rat_3.D'.
A ::'Y:_ILT.i,'2: "t-;_-=-" ..... of _ "; "_ ............. '-. r, .... in
,.)C-,._ .... _=:zd. !"Cs _SSOC_._'cC(I SL_o_3z'O[/'C_..S ;_' ._-,( ,,_,
'2cble t-_ E_'.e ................ _ ...... " ....
_. c_::_,,,_o_,,_e,_ccbetween the A ;:_abrix in the _,)ro::rc,.::.e,;:&c:_at
ISZ
TABI,_ G-I. SCALI LISTING
$[BFIC SCALI




























































IFINR. EQ.L03 ) NR=O
FORMAT{LXELg.B,5E20.8)
























































IF(INS.EQ.J_S) PH|C( INStJNS l=i.
PHIDIII,JNS)=O.
DO 1 K:I,NU










6 FOR_IAT ( L|_.8119 (5E[4.81 }_.5E 14.8 )



















3 IF fNF,'EO._RI TE) NFL=O
WRITE|6,IO0} |V(_},I=I,IOI)
(V(I),I=I,lOI),(D_/III,I=l,lOlltITEM(III[=[13 '
PUPiCH 7, {V(I), I=l, I01 ), (DV{ I |, I=I,[01)_ {TEH{ I ) tI=I,305)
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..... -'-"l ,'_" -_h.% C-_ _;',rt._.
-L'.':L" ,"Yq t :L' "JL:CCt ;'_" CC_:'j>NK:bS:3<.. ",;_-'O i.'..'<b;:.Y(_L%©;Ir_Dk, _ _liE.:b<rcc]. _c' __<,._ ..... _ .......
CCk"f,_p:LY'.L_-_Yqj ilk CR'.-'. u.._,t}..u _dC:-'< '_ :_ ..... /_ _,_!c.,._E>_ _hC: ..... "1-<';_'
" " ..... <.... ,-n ...... %]-,c_ {;t_i'_o[$ SO{; J.s "'i'_(nlC.:;']T_DC_::.2"Y.<!J.l_ Csxo.>b2-r;] 2; _; )_l <_] ,O. 22 C t,li t,
Jn _"cn ', cf '%ho !':{.r,<$% ]c coN!-Jc;_l('n%,_; el" -{;he si-,ate voc-Le:,r.
S C.:J£_ opmr::4(.,<_ as "o].]_owr.:
(I) ']7.henu_:,or2_co]_ va!ue:s 0:2 on._: sjsbep< _:'.'_.:L'ar,:utersa e assiSt.eel.
_.]_.,Ois ca],].eC., A ,_oc]< diaSrar: of %L'.o ...._"(' .............. u ,.. .1 .< .]__,IE2
:;..<; r::he;:wn in l?J £D_n:e G--!. "_'"<.....,.c,o.%pt<u' from _-d..i..,_"<- ,_t?]),a()t',t::.s,.e ,",<; C:(O)
I71
"vci'sttr$ .,. 2_oi" O ,e _ < e,_ .
C -- c -- ±i7
:,.-,......... .( ...........] ....... ',. o_.,_ O) VC.TI.'O(2r3 Ct,f .'Y::t(20-. . l",27 ]7]I;CO i'O:: '._C =: T]?j x(_) VOi'SL].fJ
"_ .L'c_,., cc:l'..._,J_"Ic'J_. . _!S _,'. CiltJc:.,',. o]] "t]lc_ ac(2"o_ca.c_," o_ _c]lc.! o(.7.olJ D,?<-6i(,_t,
,., ;-r_ ..... • 7;:<'Cltti.'C]._l _ clJ,;;];(.'o]'eyY[;ia]. CCL_._,r'.L;I.O?_ ;;',o].Ri',:Lc,,nOOf0, ]. o:,l(] a'.] othor y:,.CL -OI ....
..ilc.]?<i,'i:lloctuJ.on b"j LOSt]IS ( ['used in this _,;o2:1: c:_'.::"%, c.,Rt the .... <, _'_ ...... _ ' .... ' .... "]-]cu],_,O-'._N_ u,..
st'b._"c,R:;:L:,_.c A]_.0C (ik<c,iu.e Uz_iver_-;i%y Co:ur,utc:__" f:',c-ience Center L... kv'r o. x_ot,:p,<..,_"
_?. 0!. i ). 1he ............. -_c o= c;ao:.ne _.oi- the eoz :puZcr[n[o_,l of l,s.H2 dor.'Lva%ivor', o;' o..c
(:].(:L.oiTLr: o:G i']i_C :Lr; ]-%_I.[0. _O'JO.llS(2 J'-]r_X J.S _n.'ii.hen foi- u)-<.• 70.'Lt_i_J.t')l! (.'10
OC L(>i" ".... '" "_ '_, c2 _]!C.1_ I'r_[:?ziX "_: -r'-r'e" -'_ .... G OCtlCL'LJ. OFff_;...... __U.C.,_.C..'< .. ii-, it;: nc:ccs<,:,_:,_'_r to c,.0,c]{
...... n (,]-i '_ " ..... ' rjJj]o C"( ,:,:':..:'Of.$] >.:;,]'t<G.j.D S_)lO C ,],t.i]_:S 077 "-)]{][[',_ ,l_-,[ . ,. d;i.l":-771r'J.OT_O]O, rx O,L,; \_. . .
(.LL:J*-L_.q-,L,L',rc'-r: C'l"O CC12c,6:..,:_,(.. j.IG _11 C', [_i'I:'C_) DV.
Ti,e ec,i_s.:.<ac'_(-:_, bosc.cl on c(:<_ot::_(<,-_ (6-20) "is corrJ_ed b_i _.uu,ouu_.._ .:
x,._u:); ;_:_,cs_ "_n _L'£'D. LI',DJ.].-]_:X'.S ¢1-_C S_.tT,rOU.%.L__O Jibi/2]',( (1)U/f_LR(-. ' U::]2.Vorr:i;<o'. _
_( . J..(,..: ._;L'__'.: ." fJc' :OX.Oc: C;_]rL:.< '_ L " ..... .....
..... _. _ _ ,' ] R-:"]<..r }'!.. O7., ]. ) DSC/(I., -i <.> %],.e ,tltb';'< .',.IL ;: ]]o
t.tr,c.(l £o:" (" :" ,i; +_, {:hc' (7<<"Tvc>Z-;_'o c:7 N(t).
_-'];.:- \(:.LRON_ £;._ : f"'% .. ""-" Lsz"*....................i l...:_ _..- i;o.'r'r''T" .......I Clltl_ ......t<;.i:Ct
c
J_ %h<. (:o,.';.:rt'c%:t(2_. c:J l%l.{,u.>::r', 6--:]} "Lh:.'c'.t;Lh 6-10 mt'e 7_:].r:.-L(-_c! it. 5.TJ)J.e ('--;:.
_87
NO





Increment t and FHIC
by applying the Runge-
Kutta Technique to
d
_ NR = NRiTE ?
[ Campute _ (0)
_i_ (6-20)
J





















• ,,_.h,::).'.:Gl{.,%:.L;;:.:<:C._.gJCC.!.%:I]):V.'(;_:Y'r_:T.r: :: % :',,,,:',<
--.. 1 - ... (. "" "_ ('_ t:'_ I,.L_,u':'.t._-]. " ...... C:,_ ....u(].::Z blc, c::."A ....;.'_:..:.:.:_z .:.,S ,,:-'-r,---. O!1.':L C._'.L,_(__L &4; bTl~OC]-: ,zp::.._
:7: [:.cGC ::.:;:.c,::'..,".........;7-_,-'C<: 'T,:Yt::_:_;:'IS]':,:,:.'I::-_ l?:l::V_,;c:._--'._ 1;1:C]_ c:i::c_c:..'_"_,"......':
-- ? _t - . n
' :J. v.v :_,:..: _,._uu,,t:c_v..,.,,:u,. _-,::-.,.c_:..:1;.[i.'i_e _o?.vc.<:, c>2-[,; . ; j u. _._,
i II -",..... ......
'-"::_.I , _. ,, ::?.-ei,:'-.:.vu::out cYt:'2,, 1 .:_I. __'_c_':_'::'Li,.,.su.,.-::he ?.('o'_..,.'.:i?c
c<;x....._ _,.,.:o_-, ]7;::(,]::] 'J.'hc:_'c.,.;::C.ct:t:: t,:be::.'.-'
:.:cr.,cz':",::': ::.r,,7:,.",.1;_7)t?::( :-.co:A:,.?o::_hb: :;).
_ .... _-,:r, .... C):CC".VC.CS "C_C; , C'),_ Ci:v:.: 2",: _ u]:)?.e,5.".:Lb:Lc, to _.1::."<,t_cq.e_ z ..b.?_ "lifo ...., :;. ....... . c -_ -'-
"C:' c:_,G c:.:L'ct:C!.&L; '_])". rFl:',<"I OO:'_ Zoz"{;n {;he .........o:['-,.-_,(.:?z';-:o....• .....C(;]:_C;_[c,r, .A_ .... ,.._ b'l.''_ 6!1:_;
$-
.... 0._: 1<2 '-'av ,__._.hu Of r
c <.'_:n _"i:C u._L:v: [_'[', "i: E:7"211".7
_-,,J-,'_2.. _-1:':;.'/_i>; "S:T')ih" 4 L': :._]._<:O ¢ c'""c.<: "l)"a" "tDhe ' ; .... l.;q: c,,:' ,, .',
II il - ....:'"Vg"l.1::2c....p ,._ _, -'.'L3 . c..,_....
I .... '.=_O OV_ cc:'L;O.DI _,...,_..__.-_,:,_'r:"',n" o-: .......,_ ...' --iv,__?c:L:Lcios ill i;]LO. :}:;:;n.:,."ijlc._,{, ........<::L'r:,>.:..:.,,.- -,,_.....
]I _ "_'' _ 1"7:1 S ........ " ........
_c',C:-i-O:?(:C:'.::;.. ..v,_1_:'CU!_i- CtZ'Ct.i1:Ctt4:-,_._..... ?(,1" __,'T, lS:rt"_";"?_ -<'O%":'}C,=: n_._.'_..._iq!:_;
dr:x] n( .[. .'-:: >]_.c:Y %.o b,".' c_,T', acl.eq:.:a-tu nc:::)c:c oS :_c?::.:TDrJ z'Tc-? t];.c ]?].(<;;r: :.:..:;1C_:::,<,Z;iD:::,.-
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XNO_ = 0 • ...........................................
DO 5 I'le5
ll-I




XNOR_XN_:WR+V ( | | ).i.CCPINV ( I sJteV(JJ|
X NORL :=XI_0R
CALL AW..IKS¢V,,DVIDNOIS, 11oI*EIsE2oHcHi, TE¢OI • -
NRIT=IO0
DO 6 l-l.tO00
IF (F6_ITeEQ. l O0 ) W_ITE(6_,IOO) IV(K) og=l v I 1 ) eXNOg6V( 121
IF(NRITeEQo 100) NRIT=0
NRI T=NR I T+I
F0r_HAT ( I XE 1918 t5E20 oB/1XE 18eBeSE20e 8/IXE19o 6) ......





DO 7 J"l o5 ....
JJ.JJ
JJa'JJ+ I
DO 7 K='1¢5 .....
KK=R
KK =.K.K+ t
]KNORI=XNOR+V ( JJ ) "IfCCP l NV (.,) QK ) e'V ( KK ) ....
IF (XNO_'_ oLTe XNOPL ) TL=V ( I )
IF (XNOR •LT • XNORL ) XNORL = XNOR






IF(I_eLT.NCH) GO TO 8 .....................
DO 12 I=IeNCM
12 WRI_E(6QI0) (XNORA(IoJ)oJ=L_ 2)
"" CALL SCRTiXNORAeNCM) .....................
DO 9 I=IoNCH
9 WRITE(6oI0) (XNORA(I_JIqJ=],2!
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........ CALL DPHI ............
DVP(1)=DT
CALL AMRKS¢VPIDVPIDPH|tlOO,IIEIeE2IHeI4eCENIO) .
- - DO 4 |111305
4 TEM(ii=04
DO 5 leItNCA L
- • CALL AMRK
K81
00 5 J=telO
...... 00 5 L=lelO ............
K=K+i
5 PH|C(JIL)=VP(K;




































IF (KUeLTe4) GO TO 1000 '--
_TQP
END




























" DQ 2 _tll5 ..................................................
JJ.J
J|_JJ+l


















.... jI=jj+ | ..........................
4 DVII2I=DVII2)iVIIlIICCPINVIItJIIVIJI)
DVII3I_UK_Ute2
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...... DO 6 Inlol000 ................................
IFIHRITe_QelO0| WR|T_(6_;OO)VI||,IV(K)oK-13olT)Q(V(K)eKm?e|||tXNOR
1_V(121
IFIf_RIT.E0oI03) l_(|T-0 ............................ : .............
NRIT-NRIT+!
FORNAI(XXEIgeB_SE20.B/IXEIB,B+5_20.B/1X_Ig._)
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time constants, the statistics of x(t) conditioned on x(O) become almost
stationary. Suppose that for large t, x(t) becomes ergodic as well as
stationary, then






The next section will show the procedure and results of the computa-
tion of R(x) from (G-3) and (G-4), the procedure and results of the computa-
tion of R(x) from (6-21), and how the results compare.
G.4.3 Numerical Results
The computation of R(x) was carried out in two steps:
(1) Equation (2-14) was used to compute Q(t,O) versus t. The FORTRAN
listing of the program uSed forthis is shown in Table G-8. The
result of this computation is that the asymptotic value of Q(t,0) is>
(2)
Q(t,O)=
" 2.1420426 .40o25407 -. 9L239833 i. 6O878O4 -l. 6O878O4-
•_0025407 2.0012703 2.0619918 -l. 9e 35772 -2. O789634
-.91239833 -2.0619918 3.423272 3 i.0983740 3.0256096
1.6o878o_ -i. _35772 1.o98374o 7.2721950 -. 3_7317o3
-i. (_)878o4 -2.o78963_ 3.0256o96 -.347317o3 4.5256096
- (G-7)
!
Using the values given by (G-7), and computing 0A(%t) by using
(2-5), R(_) was computed according to (G-3) and (G-4). A
FORTRAN listing of the program used for this computation is
shown in Table G-9. The results of this computation were used
and G-_.
20_






















































































































TABLE G-9. LI,_TI_G OF P_OGRAH P3R THS C(>MPUTATION OF _(_)
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......... DO 9 J=400,2BO0 ........................................
|NT=J
CALL DRS
.... 9 X(Z)=XI2)+DX(I)_DX{2) ....................
RAR(||=X(2)/60e
7 WRITE(6,1OO|ITAUeRAR(|I
.... CALL PLOTSCW(1)eIO2_eO| .........................
CALL FACTOR(,?)
CALL SYHBO4..(OetOete2,Z2HOCONNORt1553,OeoI2)
........ CALL PLOT(2eS_O,O,-3) .........................
CAL_ SCALE(TAU_410at400o_t20o)
CALL SCALE(RA_oICol4OOQto20,|
"" CALL AXISTOeeOeoDHR33(TAU)tBeIOeo?OooRAR|AOI)oR_|402)I20D| -'-
CALL AXIS(O,,Oot3HI'AU,-3*IO,gOetTAUR(_OI)tT_UR(AO2|eZOo)
CALL SYHOOL(3eStIOe to2t6HTAV=6¢lOet6)
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APPENDIX H
COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS ASSOCIATED WITH
CHAPTER 7
H.I Introduqtion
The purpose of this appendix is to record some of the computational
details associated with the work reported in Chapter 7. FORTRAN listings
are included.
H.2 Conjugate Gradient Program
A FORTRAN listing of the program corresponding to the block dia-
grams of Figures 5-1 and 5-2 is shown in Table H-I. The algorithm shown
in Figure 5-1 is contained in the main program (whose deck name is
CONGRA). The subroutines function as follows.
Subroutines USG_ and DG_ generate the initial control (u°). They
use the initial values of the adJoint variables tabulated in Tables G-2
and G-6 to generate the controls corresponding to Pl or P2 respectively
(see Chapter 6 and Appendix G).
Subroutines JCAL and DJCAL solve equations (5-21) and (5-5).
Subroutine DCON computes the derivatives required in the execution
of the loop including blocks B and C of Figure 5-1.
Subroutine ALSTAR computes equations (5-31), (5-32), and (5-33).
Subroutine INPUT inputs the system parameters, uses _MUCAL to c_-
pute_z and Qz (see equations (5-38) through (5-41)), and initializes
the random number generator.
21/._
H-_.. _NJ_TE G_t.I)3_JT 15f_OJ_
$1BFTC CONG_A



































































































































































t_U[_I_OU_ |Nt JCAL(U_,Y(',XJ'Y I )
_IMENbION UC( 4UI).YU(_I,YI(5),_E(_)'L_(_)_2(7)
C0141VlOf4/iMAN_/PA (3 _3) tp I_ ) iXMO( _ } ,, _Ob, y( 5 ) l_J _ T __Y (_) ,_U lU_

































5 ]F(NRII,EOtlO ) W#_TEI6,|uO)|ViK),K=I'8)

























COMMON/DJCALI_/V IS ) ,DV ( 81 ,U





















































































































CALL __ IGLbI( Q.XLnM,_, 1 )
DO 6 I.=1 ._,
[)0 6 K=I q_
Q {W,.L } eQ (K , L ) _Xk.Av,(L. ) **)5
i_O 4 K=_.5
K_=K
"_ P_UAI_( I I .H._)=VIKK )
E NO
% | L_F TL {)PMJN










DO 2 M_I ,5
Z_ DV ( L )= DV (L) +A ( J , M } IIC;( Iv_iK } +Q I J , M) *A ( I'_,."
DO _ I=i,. _,
llt, l
I l=ll_-le,




3 DV(I I ) =A( [. J)*V(JJI+I;V( I I )
_E TU{_N
E ND
'i, 1BF TC I_A NC A N
L_[ MLNt_ I0,'4 X I (5S ,/LIA( I ) .L F,_IR) .X8(5_ _X',_(_J , X_(_ },LPLL_51 (_I ,X5(5.5 _
L_I_LN_ I Ut_ /(,Jl(:>,%).Xu.'l_)._L#3IS.5)
I .pMUAF_ ( z.r I ._._,)


































































IF(NF,EQ.N2F) GO TO 1O
N2=N2_I
GO TO 11















































































Subroutines PMUCAL and DPMU solve equations (5-38) and (5-39).
Subroutine RANCAL carries out the Monte Carlo evalu&tion of the
multidimensior_l integrals involved in equations (5-6) through (5-8) and
(5-14) throu_ (5-2o).
Subroutines PUNPRO and PUNPRN _ndle the output and input of the
punched cards used to transfer data from one computer run to the next.
Subroutines RANDPK (the random number generator) and AMRK (the
differential equation solver) are referenced in Appendices E and G, re-
spectively. Subroutine EI_ (SHARE Library number ANF202) computes
eigenvalues and eigenvectors of real symmetric matrices.
The subscript correspondence given in section G.2.1 applies here
als o.
The computation time depends on the time increment and the number
of terms in the Monte Carlo evaluation of the integrals. For the pro-
blem solved here, a time increment of .01 and six terms in the evaluation
of each integral corresponds to about ten minutes of IBM 7094 time per
iteration of the algorithm shown in Figure 5-1.
The iterations were computed by individu_l computer runs. At the
end of each iteration, the results, i.e. ui, Si, Gi, and the random number
generator "position" were punched out on cards. At the beginning of
the following iteration, these cards were read. The random number generator
was "reset" at the beginning of each iteration to its "position" at the
end of the preceding iteration.
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H.3 * Estimates for SI and _2 Controls
H. 3.1 Control-Independent Term
A listing of the FORTRAN program used for the computation of _o is
shown in Table H-2. This computation is based on equation (4-115).
H.3.2 Control-dependent Term
The control dependent term, $1' was computed as follows:
I. The appropriate initial values of the adJoint variable and the
corresponding class parameter value were read in.
2. The corresponding control was computed by the appropriate USG_
subroutine. In the case of _2 controls the deck name of this sub-
routine is UGENI (see Table H-I). In the case of _2 controls the
deck name of this subroutine is UGE_2 (see Table H-3).
3. Subroutine JCAL (see Table H-l) was used to compute $I"
H.4 Computatio n for Figures 7-5 and 7-9.
A FORTRAN listing of the program used for the computation of
Figures 7-5 and 7-9 is shown in Table H-4. This algorithm operates
according to Figure 6-I, except that instead of computing the control
through the solution of an adJoint equation, it reads the control from
the punched-card output from the conjugate gradient program.
H.5 Computation for Figures 7-6 and 7-7.
A FORTRAN listing of the program used for the computation of
Figures 7-6 and 7-7 is shown in Table H-5. This program reads in the
control from the punched-card output of the conjugate gradient algorithm,
computes the !!x(t)l! trajectory using equation (2-1) with nt;O , and uses
the CALOOMP plotter to produce the curves shown in Figures 7-6 and 7-7.
226





































































T.I.BLS B-3, L:I_T'/J6 leeR UGSII2
$IBFTC UGLY42
SLPURoL_T INr_ USG'-_-I
D I NEN t'. I 01-, f _- (.-;_,) ,lj I ( I (.) ,t 2 ( I r!)
CONM0rJ/_-(LpA_/A(5_),I)I6),(_WC(SiSIiL,_CINV(5*SI,UI( 401)1_( 4Ollt_(J








V({a)=-, 1 _ $1_569E0 l

















FOI_MA [ ( IX_- 19oS,SE2u*_/ IxEIg. B*_E2U*8)
NI_ I T=0




t, [ I_F TQ DGF- NN2
SUI_ROUT INE [-JG_N; :'
COt4MON/b_bpA#/A(5,5)*t_(5)iCt_!C(5*b)IC;WCINV(5_5)_UI( 401),,%( 4UI)_GG
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b0 Z J'l ,5
JJ=J
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CwC _NV ( 4 t3 }=-,.3





























XNOI_L =XNORL÷X ( I ] )_'CWC ] NV( I , J)*X (JJ)
xfJOl_: X NO_qL
D×(1)=,01
DO 4 I_IQ_ _,
TF(1)=r_,
UD =tj( I )
CALL ('_P C_0
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